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The Wavering
 Yiddish Seolate: A Problem of
Sociolthuistic Reconstruction
I. HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC VARIATION
New theories of language of recent decades cast a shadow
upon some of the principles of traditional historical
linguistics. The challenge scarcely emerges from the
generative model.	 On the contrary, the generative
framework adds to its rigorous formulation a highly
standardized notation.
	 It is amicably suited to the
precise isolation and systematization of language
change (e.g. 1Cin 1969).	 The shook to historical
linguistics emanates from the rise of studies of language
structure in the context of society. By demonstrating
the orderly heterogeneity of language, Weinreich, Labov
and. Herzog (1968) discredit the homogeneous image of
speech communities implicit in much comparative historical
study. The empirical counterpart of the theory of
inherent linguistic heterogeneity is provided by the
pioneering field studies of ongoing language change in its
social context (e.g. Bright and. Ramanujan 19614. ; Labov
1963; l966).1
Labov's (1971: L.22_14.23) uniformitarian principle
claims that change in progress functions in a way that
is similar to change of the past.	 Studies of ongoing
change have invalidated the assurntion that 1anuage
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change can be a priori projected as a progression in the
direction of prestige forms.	 It is precisely the
sociolinguistic school which rebuffs Tard.e's Law - °The
notion that all movement of linguistic forms is from the
higher prestige group to the lower" is shown to be "simply
a remark" (Labov 1973: 216).	 As Uriel Weinreich (1956: 614.3)
puts it, "innovations in language do not always slide down
prestige slopes".
It is this discovery which ironically reverts a great
onus upon the sociologist of language. Deprived of the
principle of' necessary spread of prestige forms,
the historical linguist may find, little use for sociology. He
may be intent, say, on discovering which of two variant
forms is a relative innovation over the other, where the
two are geographically complementary and. the day when
both may have been variants of a sociolinguistic variable
is long gone. A worker in language history is often
separated by centuries or more from the point in time at
which the change he is studying was ongoing and. observable
in its social context. 	 If such empirical-luxuries as
Martha's Vineyard (Labov 1963) or the Lower East Side of
New York City (Labov 1966) are not available for field
study and, the prestige principle stands disconfirmed, how
can the historical linguist avail himself of sociology?
He might pay lip service to "social factors" arrived at




genetic relations between language states at different
points of time and, space, unravelling transpired changes
by the isolation of the conditioning environments. The
comparative method undoubtedly continues to provide the
histories of languages with permanent contributions.
It is plausibly argued that its asocial application
represents a different but equally valid plane of reality.
It remains for sociolinguistics to develop methodology
capable of meaningfully taking into account social
correlates of the linguistic change that has completed its
course before being encountered by the investigator. While
sociologically conscious use of written monuments may
provide evidence regarding the social stratification of
the language of bygone times (e.g. Wyld 1936), such
documentary clues "can never replace the present as a
laboratory for the linguist" (Weinrelch, La'bov and Herzog
1968: 16l ).	 Noreover, there is often no documentary
evidence.	 -
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The soclolinguistic framework succeeds in convincingly
challenging asocial theories of language change because it
makes use of empirical evidence, that is to say, proof using
knowledge derived from the language experience of the
investigator. Even after a change has been completed,
a sociolinguistic trace of that change, and, its social
correlates, may yet linger on in the modern speech community.
The isolation of such a sociolinguistic trace in two or more
varieties of the modern language may facilitate reconstruction
of the change. In II, an anomalous correspondence in
Yiddish phonology is presented and. its background outlined.
In III, an attempt is made to reconstruct the change leading
to the modern anomaly by comparative study of speakers in
two modern varieties of Yiddish. This is followed by
documentation in IV of soololinguistic variation in
four varieties of Yid,d.ish for a set of items related
paradigmatically to the initial anomaly. An attempt
is made to reconstruct variation at an earlier more
uniform stage of Yiddish. The principles of





A Yiddish protovowel called
	 (corresponding with
Proto-Yiddish *) appears as Central Yiddish 22
Northeastern Yiddish 22 . 2 Hence, Central Yiddish ávbik
'forever', bfávr
	 'explicitly', maxtáys 'all right, with
pleasure', nav 'snow' are cognate in a regular way with
Northeastern Yiddish ybIk, bfévr, maxté, nev.
Another Yiddish protovowel called
	 L (corresponding
with Proto-Yidd.ish stressed open syllabic *) appears as
Central Yiddish 25 and Northeastern Yiddish &25.	 Hence,
Central Yiddish béyt 'to request', maxtê ynsta '(fern.)
relative by marriage', nfa 'soul; (contemptible) person',
zeyn 'to
	 are cognate in a regular way with Northeastern
Yiddish bti, max3tnesta, nfe, zii.	 Vowels 22 and 25
represent masses of lexical items.
	 Their geographic
delimitation on pre-World War II East European Yiddish
speech territory has moreover been carefully mapped (Herzog
19611. : 95).	 The internal Yiddish phonological history of
vowels 22 and 25 has largely been determined by chain
shifts set in motion by the Great Yiddish Vowel Shift. The
Great Shift occurred In the Old Yiddish period (defined
phonologically as the stage of Yiddish preceding the rise
of Western Yiddish and Eastern Yiddish). A detailed
phonological history of the evolution of Central Yiddish and
Northeastern Yiddish is not within the scope of the present
inquiry.	 The salient effects of the Great Vowel Shift,
resulting in the vocalisrn of Old Yiddish, as well as modern
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reflexes in Central Yiddish and. Northeastern Yiddish are
schematically illustrated in Table 1. The mid back
protovowels, 11 .2 (corresponding with Proto-Yid.d.ish *) and.
12 (corresponding with Proto-Yiddish *3 ) were analogously
processed by the Great Vowel Shift, and are therefore
included in Table 1.
Our problem is this.
	
Central Yiddish rivvx
'profit' (for some speakers also 'use, advantage, benefit')
is intriguingly cognate with Northeastern Yiddish rvx.
In terms of the protosystem, Central Yiddish 22
(normally corresponding with Northeastern Yiddish 22
appears in a lexical item displaying Northeastern Yiddish
-25 (itself normally orresponding with Central Yiddish
In the third major dialect of modern spoken Yiddish,
Southeastern Yiddish, vowels 22 and 25 are merged as
unitary 22/25' hence Southeastern Yiddish réivvx The
merger precludes the productive inclusion of Southeastern
Yiddish evidence in the work at hand.
In the Germanic Component of Yiddish (constituting
Yiddish forms descended etymologically from Germanic
etymons), vowel 22 is most often cognate with standard
Middle High German . (of.
	 ic,	 and vowel 25 with
standard Middle High German (cf. 	 en, shen). While
standard Mid.dle High German forms may often be cited as
a convenient frame of reference, it must be stressed that
such comparison violates historical reality. 	 N.
Weinreich's (1911.0: 106; 19511. : 73-79; 1967) studies of the



































Yiddish are in effect the sociological correlate of
Prjlut gkj's (1917: 289-290) linguistic proof that the
key features of the Germanic Component in Yiddish (or
any Yiddish dialect) are not congruent with any German
dialect.
In the Semitic Component of Yiddish (constituting
Yiddish forms descended etymologically from Northwest
Semitic etymons), vowel 22 is most often cognate with
standard Tiberian , marked by the Tiberian vowel rapherne
sere (cf. bDfrii, mhx te), and vowel 25 with
standard Tiberian stressed open syllabic .., marked by the
Tiberian vowel grapheme segol (cf. rnThuttnL nf)•
Unfortunately, historical social realism has yet to be
applied to the history of the Semitic Component in Yiddish.
Having swallowed lock, stock and, barrel the haclmeyed
comparisons with Latin borrowings into European languages,
standard theory (the
	
t_thecr) maintains that Yiddish
acquired the Semitic Component from sacred Hebrew and
Aramaic texts (of. M. Weinreich 1973: I, 222-230; IV: 232-
23k). We contend that sociohistorical realism compels
the realization that a group with the degree of social
identity and cultural autonomy exhibited by the millennium
old. society of Ashkenazic Jewry i.tain. its lthuistica11y
inherited Semitic Component, which was transmitted in the
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phonological correlate of this claim is the nonconformity,
in a regular and. systematic way, of the Semitic Component
of each Yiddish dialect with the same speakers'
pronunciation of sacred Hebrew and Aramalc. In point of
phonology (but not by any means lexicon or grammar), the
traditional pronunciation of Biblical, rabbinlo and.
liturgical Hebrew and Aramaic on the historical speech
territory of Yiddish may be collectively called
One such systematic disparity is evident in
the highly pervasive rule of Closed Syllable Shortening
in the Semitic Component of each Yiddish dialect,
contrasting sharply with the absence of the rule In the
Ashkenazio of the same speakers. 7 Another is the
seolate nonconformity, and it is here that the
difficulty raised in the present inquiry, Central Yiddish
rvx vs. Northeastern Yiddish rvx fits in.
There is a set of Proto-Semitic stems which were
8processed by Segolation In Northwest Semitic.
	 Part of
this extensive and, multifarious process, named after the
frequently epenthesized vowel segol, resulted in the
Tiberian nominal shape CCVC < Proto Semitic *CICC_, and
Tiberian CCVC < Proto Semitic *aCC_. Like many sound
shifts formulated in neogrammarian style, these too
account for many cases but not all cases. An initial
modification Introduced to accommodate the attested forms
notes that while < 	 , , < either	 or *J,,.	 The
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standard Tiberian Bible exhibits ccnsid.erable Q.Q3
CCVC vacillation (of. Kimchi 152i.5: 52b).	 The classical
masoretic work ascribed to the Tiberian master Aaron Ben-
Asher points to cases where the çjQ.jQ CCVC alternation
may reflect a synchronic syntactic functional distinction,
the forms denoting the construct and the forms the
absolute state of the noun (35 In Baer and Strack 1879).
Yet many exceptions remain. Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley
(1910: §93k) posit coexisting *j and * stem protoforms
to account for resulting •
	 Eauer and Leander
(1922: §72y take note of the parallel variation in
stem vowels not processed. by Segolation which survive
In certain suffixed forms and conclude that the vacillation
indicates a partial merger of the two series.
	 Compounding
the linguistic Indeterminancies of Tiberian segolates are
the manifold discrepancies between manuscriots (cf
Sperber 196: 1l46_L49),9 It is obvious that simplistic
comoarisons of Yiddish forms with standard. stock language
cognates, while often valuable for the sake of convenience,
are linguistically fallacious.
The line must be carefully drawn between investigation
into the prehistory of the Semitic Component in Torthwest
Semitic on the one hand, and comparisons of Semitic
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Component forms with cognate forms in the Ashkenazio
of each dialectal region (and in vocalized Tiberian texts current
among Ashkenazim) on the other. This latter comparison
concerns us here. In the entirety of its millennial
history, spoken Yiddish coexisted with nonspoken
Ashkenazic, which was in extensive use for written
communication and prayer. Linguistically, the Semitic
Component in Yiddish relates to Ashkenazic not as a
daughter to a parent language, but the two are cognate
structures. The social setting of the Yiddish-
Ashkenazic coexistence is characterized by Fishman
(1967: 31) as entailing both bilingualism and diglossia
(cf. also Pishman l95: 1-6; M. Weinreich 1973: I, 251-
320; III, 253-331).
Yiddish forms cognate with standard Tiberian CCVC
segolate shapes may appear with a unitary vowel 25
realization (CY	 li NEY .) in both the Semitic Component
of Yiddish and the homod.lalectal Ashkenazic. 	 In as much
as the stressed vowel of such forms conforms with the
Ashkenazic realizations of the same speakers, these may
be regarded as the ie1	 uromit IjLZb eiaea
(see Table 2).
	
Analogously, Yiddish forms cognate with
standard Tiberlan CCVC sego].ate shapes may appear with a
unitary vowel 22 realizatIon (CY	 II NEY j) In the
Semitic Component as well as in Ashkenazic. These are
the cwe]. 22 cuomtst Itddth	 1at (see Table 3).
A third group, cognate with Tiberian	 shapes,
appears defiantly with vowel 22 in all Yiddish dialects,
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while the corresponding Ashkenazic forms are in concord
with standard Tiberian. These vowel 22 Yiddish forms
digress, then, from the vowel 25 Ashkenazic forms used. by
the same speakers. 1 ° They are the zel	 nctconQm
Ii.Zb	 te (see Table 11.).h1 The troublesome anomalous
Central Yiddish rávvx LI Northeastern Yiddish rvx
correspondence is a	 ILab	 The
standard Tibertan form is rwah and. Ashkenazic has vowel
25.	 Central Yiddish rávvx is therefore a vowel 22
nonconformist Yiddish segolate (ef. Central Ashkenazio
rvvax), while Northeastern Yiddish rvx is a vowel
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III.	 SOCI0LI!GUISTIC RECONSTRUCTION
The prospect of constructing a thought experiment is
tempting.	 The pronunciation of Ashkenazic in prayer
has been largely limited to males. Its active use
in written communication has been limited to
males educated in traditional Hebrew and. Aramaic sacred
works (Bible, Talmud, Commentaries). 	 Now in
Ashkenazlc society, the class of Talmudic scholars
(lamd.ónim, :Ljrner, talmldev-khakhórnirn) has constituted
a social elite (cf. Mark 19A1.l; N. Weinreich 1973: I,
219-222; III: 230).	 Given, firstly that nonconformist
Yiddish segolates violate Ashkenazic, and, secondly that
Ashkenazjc is the province of a prestigious social group,
it follows then, firstly that a nonconformist Yiddish
segolate might be subject to ridicule as indicative of
ignorance in traditional Hebrew and. Aramaic, and, secondly
that such forms might be subject to socially motivated.
replacement by conformist forms. 13 We might surmise
that older Northeastern Yiddish *ryyax (with Northeastern
Yiddish !22) underwent replacement by the socially
prestigious conformist révx (with Northeastern Yiddish
while Central Yiddish rávvx (with Central Yiddish
22 preserves an older nonconformist form in the
language.
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Not only does this thought experiment base itself
upon the Invalidated principle of necessary spread of
prestIge forms.	 It is, moreover, capable neither of
demonstration nor dlsconfirmation as long as no empirical
evidence Is gleaned from the modern language. Native
speakers who have grown up In traditional Ashkenazic
society have no sociolinguistic variation.
	 Thirty-six
Informants were interviewed., eighteen of whom are Central
Yiddish speakers and eighteen of whom are Northeastern
Yiddish speakers.14
 All Central Yiddish speakers who
have the word have rávvx, while all Northeastern Yiddish
speakers who have the word. have rrn (see Table 5). It
would appear that the social history of our problem lies




22 occurs in neither dialect. Central Yiddish speakers
confronted with réyvx consider It the 'Lithuanian'
(Northeastern Yiddish) form while Northeasterners consider
it the 'Polish' (Central Yiddish) form. 	 These judgments
are objectively incorrect because of the anomaly of the
rávz Ii rvx correspondence and speakers of both dialects
are making use of their knowledge of the usual correspondences.
Central Yid.dish speakers considering rérvx "Lithuanian" are
making use of their (objectively correct) knowledge of vowel 22
Central Yiddish	 II Northeastern Yiddish .
Northeasterners considering révy "Polish" are analogously
making
 use of their (objectively correct) knowledge of vowel 25





















words the shift that resulted in the rávvx U rvx
anomalous correspondence, whether 25 > 22 In Central
Yid.d.Ish or 22 > 25 in Northeastern Yiddish is no longer
In progress arid. Is therefore no longer observable. Any
erstwhile variation for one and the same speaker or
between speakers of one dialect has vanished. It is
characteristic that "the shift of the variable to the
status of a constant Is accompanied by the loss of
whatever social significance the feature possessed"
(Weinreich, Labov and. Herzog 1968: 187).
	
Can a
soclolinguistic variable that is no more be recovered?
The clue Is provided. by the qualification 'speakers
who have the word.' 	 While all eighteen Central Yiddish
speakers have ráyvx, only thirteen of the eighteen
Northeastern Yiddish speakers interviewed have rvx. A
number of social parameters Including age group, the
informant's characterIzation of his or her family's
economic status In the village of city of origin and the
involvement of an immediate family member in the merchant
trades (potentially relating to 'profit' as a trade word)
were unsuccessfully paired with responses. Factors which
do show a high degree of correlation with Northeastern
Yiddish speakers' responses are sex and, whether or not
the speaker attended kheyder (traditional Jewish primary
school).. Of the five Northeasterners who do not have
four are women and, none attended khevder. Of the
thirteen who do have rvx, eleven are men and ten
attended kheydei. The three speakers (two women and, one
man) who did. not attend khevder were taught to read
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traditional Hebrew and. Aramaic by learned parents or
private teachers, and, this brings us to the parameter
which shows a perfect correlation with each Northeastern
Yiddish response group (within our corpus of interviews)
4na;ic ed.ng	 (see Table 6).	 The
thirteen Northeasterners who have rvx are Ashkenazio
readers while the five who do not are non-Ashkenazic
reading. Although the majority (eleven) of the Central
Yiddish speakers interviewed, do not read Ashkenazic, all
none the less have rávvax because rvvx is unambiguously
a Yiddish word in Central Yiddish. In Northeastern
Yiddish on the other hand, rvx lies on the hazy border
of learned Yiddish and Ashkei,azic. 5
 While the target item was
elicited initially without prompting during the interviews,
informants were subsequently asked their feelings on the
word 1. 6
 Central Yiddish speakers invariably consider rávv
a 'plain Yiddish word.!
	 Of the thirteen Northeasterners
who do have rvx, nine consider the word to be "Hebrew'
and, report that it was not used in the everyday speech
of their native village or city.17 Northeasterners have
Germanic Component fardlnst for both earnings' and
'profit'. Central Yiddish speakers who have fard1nt have
a semantic differentiation between fard1nst 'earnings,
wages' vs. 4vv3x 'profit'.	 Still, most Central Yiddish
speakers consider frd1nt a fanoy-shinancy Germanism, .while
in the Northeast, it is the Germanic stem that is a "plain
Yiddish word.' 18 1n unprompted, elicitation, Northeasterners
prefer a verb construction with rInn 'to earn; to make
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Table 6: Social	 Central	 Northeastern	 Northeastern
Correlates of	 Yiddish	 Yiddish	 Yiddish




women	 8	 1414	 2	 15	 14	 80
men	 10	 56	 1].	 85	 1	 20
2. !HEDER EDUCATION
BY SC
women/yes	 1	 6-	 0	 0	 0	 0
women/no	 7	 39	 2	 15	 80
men/yes	 7	 39 10	 77	 0	 0
men/no	 3	 17	 1	 8	 1	 20
3. OVERALL I2YDER
EDUCATION
yes	 8	 1414	 10	 77	 0	 0
—no	 1O_	 56	 3	 23	 5	 100
4. . ASHNAZIC BRADING
PROFICIENCY BY SC
women/yes	 0	 0	 2	 15	 0	 0
women/no	 8	 44	 0	 0	 4.	 80
men/yes	 7	 39	 11	 85	 0	 0
men/no	 3	 17	 0	 0	 1	 20
5. OVERALL ASHNAZIC	 -	 -	 -
READING
PROFICIENCY
yes	 7	 39	 13	 100	 0	 0
no	 11	 - 61	 0	 0	 100
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a profit', e.g.	 ht far1nt drbáy 'He made a profit
(on it)'. There is a marked d.iøparity in the modern language
between the socially undifferentiated. knowledge and, usage
of nonconformist rvx in Central Yiddish and the
differentiated knowledge and, usage of conformist rvx
in Northeastern Yiddish. This is an empirical trace
of erstwhile variation and, subsequent completed shift
in Northeastern Yiddish. In Northeastern Yiddish,
* 4yy , with nonconformist 22 passed socially from
Yiddish generally to learned Yiddish and. Ashkenazic 9 The
phonological correlate of the, social shift is the
conformization to vowel 25.
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If our conclusion is viable, the historical
implication is that at an earlier stage in the history
of Yid.d.ish, the cognate of stazidaH Tiberian rwaIi in
Yiddish had a vowel 22 realization and belonged to the
class of vowel 22 nonconformist Yiddish segolates (of.
Table k).
	 Older Yiddish documents usually divulge
nothing of the phonology of the Semitic Component due
to the historical orthography used for Semitic Component
forms in the Jewish alphabet.
	
We are fortunate
to be able to turn to Latin letter transcriptions of
Christian scholars. While non-Jewish letter transcriptions
are exceedingly rare for older periods of Eastern Yid.d.ish
(of. Joffe l9$L$.: 120-121), such transcriptions are
abundant t or pre-twentieth century varieties of Western
Yiddish.	 The Christian descriptions of Yiddish
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have made
permanent contributions to Yiddish historical linguistics.
It was not until the eIghteenth century, however, that the
school of	 flourished. The eighteenth century
compilers published large scale dictionaries, often for
missionary training, mercantile relations and Ucode busting"
of the language of the Jews (cf. Borokhov 1913: 8- 13). Many
of the compilers of these works were far from proficient
in Hebrew and, Aramaic, and, their transcriptions are based,
luckily f' or us, on the spoken language imown to them. These
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compilations provide the richest and. most linguistically
reliable corpus for modern research purposes. Phonemic
structures hidden by the historical Semitic orthography
are uncloaked. by the Christian transcriptions in the
Latin alphabet.
Many of the Christian compilers use transcriptions
reflecting Western Yiddish dialectal areas where vowels
22 arid 25 were merged, usually using unitary <e> (rarely
<ee>) to transcribe both. Like modern Southeastern
Yiddish, such varieties tell us nothing of the status
of our target lexical item because the merger precludes
the establishment of either conformity or nonconformity.
The neutralization of the vowel 22—vowel 25 opposition
(whatever Its exact phonetic status) Is reflected in
the transcriptions of (among others) Wagenseil (1699), 20
Christian (1735), Bibliophilus (l7k2), Selig (1767),
Relzenstein (176k) and Tend.lau (1860). The lack of
contrast between the two vowels is moreover explicitly
commented upon by Chrysander (1750a: k; l7SOb: 2k) and.
21Se].ig (1792: 20). 	 There are, however, two compilers
known to us whose transcriptions reflect varieties of
eighteenth century Western Yiddish where the realizations
of historical vowels 22 and 25 (whatever their exact
phonetic status) were indeed oppositional. They are
Philoglottus (1733) and. Fried.rich (178k) who transcribe
<ei> for vowel 22 and <e> for vowel 25. 22 Surely enough,
Philoglottus (1733: 28, Zi.1) has <Reivech> and <Reivach>.
Fried.rich (178k: 239) has <Reiwech>.
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Of even greater import, given the primacy of empirical
evidence, are the documentations of twentieth century
rennints of spoken Western Yiddish by modern linguistic
scholars. In many parts of modern Western Yiddish, as
indeed. in much of eighteenth century transcriptional
Western Yiddish, vowels 22 and 25 are merged..23
 We turn
to empirical studies of modern remnants of Western Yiddish
which maintain oppositional reflexes of the two vowels.
In Netherland.ic Yiddish, vowel 22 is realized. as
	 and.
vowel 25 as .
	 Indeed it is rvvox in Netherlandic
Yiddish, contrasting with Netherland.io Ashkeriazio rhax
(Voorzanger and. Polak 1915: 262, 263;2 eem 1970: nos. 315,
596, 861, 862; 1975: 12, 14.0, 101; 1979). The same
opposition	 22 vs.	 occurs in the Yiddish of the
Surb River Valley in Switzerland.. There it is rvfx, again
with unambiguous 22 (Guggenheim-Grnberg 19511.: 62;
1958: 96, 102).
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IV. SEGOLATE CONFO}INIZATION IN YIDDISH
The conformization to modern Northeastern Yiddish rvx
is but a vestige of a wider process of segolate
contorinization in historical Yiddish soclophonology. Like
the forms cited. in Table 14, Tibertan mlx 'king' is 1own
to have a nonconformist vowel 22 realization in Yiddish.
Our Northeastern Yiddish informant from Riga (born 1903)
uses méylx (with nonconformist Northeastern Yiddish
three times in conversation. When his attention is
subsequently drawn to pronunciation of the word, he hastily
corrects to m€lex (with conformist Northeastern Yiddish
A number of other Northeasterners, while showing
no variation themselves during our interviews, none the
less recall variation in their place of origin. Invariably
they tell of lesser educated people having mévl3x. Some
Northeasterners do not nave the word on its own (using
Germanic Component kévnig only). 	 Unlike rvx the word.
always appears in a number of popular compounds, such as
dvidainvlx d.vidam1x 'King David' and. levTnamévlax
levmanilx 'King Solomon'. While all our Central Yiddish
informants have máylax (with nonconformist Central Yiddish
a number recall hearing méviax (with conformist
Central Yiddish 25 and regarding it as an elitist,
Hebraicizing pronunciation. Unlike Central Yiddish rávvx
which is a nonconformist constant and. Northeastern Yiddish
which is a conformist constant, Central Yiddish
miáy x m yl and. Northeastern Yiddish mél3x ml3
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remain in sociolinguistic variation for some speakers
of the modern language.
There is evidence of analogous variation and
of ongoing segolate conformizatlon in modern remnants
of spoken Western Yiddish.
	 Guggenheim-Grtnberg's
(1961: 26-28) recording of the Yiddish of Gallingen,
a village on the Swiss-German border, includes this
recollection of the informant (born 1896): "A
	 [with
nonconformist Gailingen Yiddish .y22] is a king. We
said inlax [with conformist Gailingen Yiddish A25]. Our
informant from Den Bosch, In the southern NetherlanIs
(born 1905) tells us 'With us it ['Passover', of. Table
was pronounced. psax [with conformist Netherlandie
Yiddish	 In Amsterdam the proletarians called It
DYS [with nonconformist Netherlandlc Yiddish
We said m13x but the common people said mvlax'. The
usual Netherland.ic Yiddish forms are of cou.rse pvsax and
mvla.	 Hartog Beem, the master of Netherlandle
Yiddish remarks that while the cognates of Tiberian
klev aM ger are nonconformist kvla 'dog; vicious
fellow' and gr 'lie, falsehood', one could also hear
conformizing këlev and. kar under the "impact of the official
Ashkenazic synagogue pronunciation" and. the norms of the
Nethex'land.jo khevd.er.
	 Beem's judgment on klv and.
Nsekr: decidedly "nicht Volksspraohe (Beem 1977; 1979). The
Latin letter transcriptions of Philoglottus (1733: 22, 23,
31, 35, 61)	 Kei1ef> arid. <Scheik'r>, like those of




have unambiguous nonconformist Transcriptional Western
Yiddish <el>22. There can be little doubt that both
words are historically nonconformist in Yiddish. The
usual realizations in present day spoken Eastern Yiddish
Central Yiddish k4vlv,
	 II Northeastern Yiddish
klv, jjç are conforrnlzatlons, probably not unassociated.
with the competition from Germanic Component alternants
resulting in more socially restricted usage.25
 Yet
Bjrnbaujn (1918: 136; 1932: 32) documents Central Yiddish
kávley .	 Mieses (192k: 2k) and. Bin-Nun (1973: 273; 1979)
26document Central Yiddish sakar.
	 There is a marked
similarity in the modern language between ongoing
conforinizatlon in Netherland.lo Yiddish, Gailingen Yiddish,
Central Yiddish and. Northeastern Yiddish.
	 In the
four varieties, there is vowel 22 vowel 25
sociolinguistic variation, where 22 is indigenous and.
25 is a consciously innovating prestiae form 7 The
variation and the direction of change associated with it
can be seen to have existed in earlier Yiddish.
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V. THE NATURE OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC RECONSTRUCTION
Let us imagine, for the sake or exposition, that part
of a hypothetical dialect area with the phonemic system
of Northeastern Yiddish has
	 in conformity with
the prestigious Ashkenazic pronunciation of the same
speakers. Another part of the area has nonconformist
r.	 Let us suppose, moreover, that we find that
speakers of the révvx area all have the word. Only
speakers proficient in Ashkenazic have the word in the
____ area.
Now let us imagine that all of Yiddish realized
historical vowel 22 as
	 and vowel 25 as (as in real
life the Yiddish of Gailingen does). 	 Let us suppose,
moreover, that we find that speakers in such distant
corners of the speech territory of Yiddish as the
Netherlands, Gailingen, Poland and. Lithuania all show
mvl3x	 variation.	 In each of the areas,
mthl3x is the more frequent Yiddish realization while
ntlx is a prestigious conformizing form.
Each of these imaginary experiments bears a
superficial resemblance to the methods described above
in III and IV. Yet the difference is vital. Both these
imaginary experiments are statements of synchronic
phonological and social dialectology. Extrapolations
regarding the history of the variants remain speculations.
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Genuine sociolinguistic reconstruction begins with
the Isolation of two or more genetically cognate entities.
It proceeds to discover the social correlates of the
cognate entities in two or more language varieties
available for empirical study. Recovery of erstwhile
sociolinguistic variation, whether leading to shift (as
in Northeastern Yiddish
	 or to no shift (as in
Central Yiddish rávv) or to continuous variation
(as in Netherlandic Yiddish n&1x nielx) can be
achieved if and. only if the genetically cognate entities
appear as divergent concrete entities in the several
varieties. The divergence of concrete realization on
the level of the oppositional phoneme is the historical
proof of descen from an earlier stage of the language
rather than horizontal diffusion through space. The
reliability of sociolinguistic reconstruction, as of any
other, depends upon the strength of the evidence.
Reliability is proportionate with the number and
noncontiguous geographic spread of the several varieties,
the extent of the empirical evidence from the modern
language and the degree of disparity between the
concrete realizations in each variety.
In the first actual experiment, III above, we
find a	 rii between two varieties
of Yiddish.	 Central Yiddish rávv3x is nonconformist
vis-à-vls Central Ashkenazic and its use is not restricted
to Ashkenazic readers. Northeastern Yiddish ri
	
is
conformist vis-â-vis Northeastern Ashkenazic and its use
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is indeed restricted to speakers proficient in
Ashkenazio.	 The complernentation reflects the native
Yiddish status of the defiant form and the
innovative character of the conformist form. 28 The
reconstruction hinges on the vastly divergent phonemic
history of the two dialects (see Table 1).
	 In fact,
the two dialects demonstrate a theoretically optimum
disparity of concrete realization. Phoneme X
is the modern reflex of Proto A in one variety and
happens to be the reflex of Proto B in the other, given
that A anti B are the genetically cognate entities
compared.	 Central Yiddish /ey/ Is the realization
of historical vowel 25, which is a prestigious conformist
vowel in a certain group of items.
	 Northeastern
YidtIish /ey/ is the realization of historical vowel 22,
which is the nonconformist vowel in the same group of
items.
In the second actual experiment, IV above, we find.
a consta	 orej	 between four varieties of Yiddish.
Variation documented includes Netherlandic Yiddish
mvlx ml3x, Gallingen Yiddish mv1	 mlax,
Central Yiddish m&v !lX nêl9x, Northeastern Yiddish
mêvl3x mlex. In each variety, the first cited
is the vowel 22 form diverging from the prestigious
Ashkenazic norm of that variety. The second is the
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vowel 25 form conforming with Ashkenazic. The constancy
reflects a state of vowel 22 vowel 25 sociolinguistic
variation at an earlier stage of Yiddish predating the
rise of the four varieties.	 Moreover, the direction
of shift is determined by conscious adoption of the
Ashkenazl.c norm at this earlier stage of Yiddish. Again,
the defiant forms are native Yiddish reflexes while
the conformizations are innovative.
	 The reconstruction
hinges on the disparity of the concrete realizations
in the four varieties (see Table 7).
To sum up, the Proto-Yid.dish cognates of standard
Tiberian	 mlx, rwa}i and. iQer were vowel
2922 nonconformist Yiddish segolates. For centuries
they have been in variation with conformizing
variants. The variation has followed the phonemic
history of each variety of Yiddish where 22 and. 25
have not merged.. In the modern language, they are
the handful of wavering Yiddish segolates, appearing
here as vowel 22 survivals, there as vowel 25 innovatIons. 30


































1. I have been privileged, while preparing this work, to
benefit from the discussion and advice of Raphael Loewe
(University College London), Richard A. Hudson (TJCL),
and. Daniel Frank (Harvard University); from correspondence
with Hartog Beem (The Hague) and. Jechiel Bin-Nun (Jerusalem).
Full resoonsibility for the proposals herein and for
errors of fact or interpretation rests squarely with the
author.
2. The double digit designation of Yiddish protovowels
represents Herzog's (1965: 228, note 1) symbological
modification of the (now standard) protosystem of Max
Weinretch (1960), revised. in M. Weinreich (1973: II,
321-382; IV, 36L_ 38k ).	 Note that use of the protosystern
does not hinge on acceptance of the phonetic reconstruction
posited in Table 1 or any other reconstruction. The numbered
vowel represents an emzirically real synchronic diaphoneme
denoting spatially differentiated realizations of cownate
entities.	 weL.22, as used herein corresponds to M.
Weinreich's E2 and. E3 (I.e. vowels 22 and. 23). Katz
(1978: 2.2) argues that the notion of Yiddish vowel
23 is bereft of empirical reality. The dispute does not
affect materially any of the issues at hand.
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3. The evolution of Central Yiddish and Northeastern
Yiddish from Proto Eastern Yiddish is discussed by
U. Weinreich (1958: 237-2)49, 252-257), Herzog (l9S5:
159-233, 27 )4-290; 1969) and Katz (1978: §3.6-3.8).
l. • 	 The terni enr1. Iiddih is used, herein in the
stricter sense of the Yiddish of the area roughly
congruent with Congress Poland. In the Yiddish of Eastern
Galicia, an area delimited geo2raphically in the map
appended to Bin-Nun (1973), it is rêvv. Bin-Nun
(1973: 101-102; 1979) aptly characterizes this variety
as Transitional Central Yiddish (in his terminology
Transitional West Central Yiddish; his East Central
Yiddish corresponds with. Southeastern. Yiddish). In light
of the many features which Transitional Central Yiddish
shares	 with Southeastern Yiddish t its immediate
east, Bin-Nun (1979) notes that révvsx may have entered
under Southeastern Yiddish impact. The problem deserves
a special study.
5.	 Historically, part of Southeastern Yiddish
distinguishes 22 from 25 (or 25' but in modern
Southeastern Yiddish the two are generally merged as
unitary Southeastern Yiddish 22/25	 Prilutskl
1920: 17-28; Veynger 1929: 6k; U. Weinreich 1958:
236-237; Herzog 1965: 178, 181; 1969: 62-6k; M.
Weinreich 1975: II, 359-350). There are
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documentations of unitary 22/25 for Vlshkeve in
Poland (Prilutskl 1921: 272; Herzog 1965: 178) and
Shafov (Schaffa) in Noravia (Beranek 1936: 72).
6. We consider the notion of a fused "HebrewArarnaic"
to be linguistically and historically fallacious. The
neutral eitc monent is used with the understood
limitation that no Semitic other than Hebrew or Aramaic
may be involed. Ti.brjan denotes the classical
phonological system of Biblical Hebrew and. Aramaic
codified in the late first millennium A.D. As a
phonological system, its application Is. not restricted
necessarily to forms attested in the Old Testament.
7. Closed Syllable Shortening results in automatic
alternation (in the sense of Jakobson) in the Semitic
Component of every Yiddish dialect where morphological
paradigms give open vs. closed syllabic allomor phs. The
patterning contrasts sharply with the lack of alternation





'details' vs. sg. prat, mávsrn 'corpses' vs. sg.
	 and.
Central Ashkenazic cognates (where stress is variable)
ky1vs, lul.;	 utiin, prt; ntaisini, rna.	 Analogously,
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Northeastern Yiddish kéiv1, ki].,; prtirn, orat; ntésim
ws oontrastin with Northeastern Ashkenazic
keyl; pr-t2.rn,	 -t; meysliii, meys.
8. The most systematic account of Northwest Semitic
Segolation within a modern linguistic framework is
provided by Malone (1971).
	 The Pan Yiddish
nominal shape C)Cé reflects a. classical Aramaic
segolate and, those at issue in the present paper reflect
classical Hebrew segolates. The differentiation between
the two 'doos not constitute an absolute isogloss"
(Malone 1971: 4) as there are substantial attestations
of Hebrew	 and, Aramaic CVCVC.
9. In a well known instance of textual vacillation,
Isokhor Ber (1808: 9b) reports that Elijah of Vilna
(z vllner g en) had Tiberian zxr Iremembrances
in a text while Chaim of Valozhin believed he had seen
10. Diverginz
	
Yiddish segolates are listed and.
discussed by (among others) Lebenzohn (1866: 2k),
Tshemerinski (1913: 63-6k), Reyzen (1920: 81), Birnbaum
(1922: 27), Mieses (192k: 2k), Veynger (1929: 98),
Bin-Nun (1952: 156; 1973: 273) and M. Weinreich (1973:
II, 1i'6—k7, 291, 33k-335; IV, 1k, 65).
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11. Attempts to derive both the vowel 25 conformist
Yiddish segolates (cf. Table 2) and, the vowel 22
nonccnformist Yiddish seolates (of. Table 1.) from
common protoforms are unsuccessful because both occur
in the same environment (stressed open syllabic
osition).	 M. Weinreich (1960: 68) posited lengthening
to account for the latter series but saw the error and.
reverseS himself (1973: II, .7, 291-292, 33$.-335).
12. In our honemic transcription, Dosttonl.c reduced
vowels are unitarily marked by . Note that in many
varieties of Yiddish, posttonic , is realized as [a)
preceding /r,x/, hence the frequent realizations
Central Yiddish [ráyvax) and Northeastern Yiddish
[révax]. The coinciding of the [a) allohphone of ..
with historical g of Tiberian renders the Yiddish
realizations minimally contrastive with Ashkenazic.
But note that while the most ex1ioit Ashkenazic style
is transcribed in Tables 2_LI. (i.e. with oositiona1
osttonic vowels), the pervasive Yiddish rule of
posttonic reduction is indeed often applied to
Ashkenazjc. Conformity and nonconformity are both
determined by tonic vowel realization.
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13. Instances of conformization to Ashkenazio in other
areas of phonology are documented in our own time. Cf.
e.g. H-S (1957).
1L.. These interviews were taped in London between
November 1978 and April 1979.	 I am indebted, to my
friends A. N. Stenci (ed., Loshn	 lebn) and I. A.
Lisky (ed.,
	
vid.ishe	 U) for their very kind
help in the location of informants and arrangement of
interviews.
15. While the Semitic Component Is characterized on
the whole by a marked de gree of Pan-Yiddish uniformity,
there are documentations of other items whose everyday
usa'e is eorathicallv differentiated (cf. Mark 1941:
69).
16. 'Prompting' is here intended to include both
direct prornptin ("Do you know what - meansV') and
indirect prompting ('How do you say - in Yiddish?').
Elicitations were achieved by relating a brief story
and asking -the informant to comment and predict at
various points.
17. It is probably not a coincidence that the reat
Yiddish lexicowrapher, Alexander Harkavv (1898: k86). Minseif
a Northeasterner, adds the usage label "Hebrew" to his
entry for
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18. Bin-Nun (1979) believes that fard.int is a
recent borrowing into Yiddish from New High German.
19. Richard A. Hudson points out arguments in favor
of an alterrmte formulation: Older Northeastern
Yiddish nonconformist rv was replaced by La.d1nstJ
fardIn3n. Subsequently, rv was to some extent
reintroduced from Ashkenazic and. from literary
Yiddish.	 Nany speakers will have had. it all along in
Ashkenazic (it occurs, e. g . in the frequently recited
grace after meals).	 Its renewed use Is socially
restricted and. phonologically conformist—both symDtoms
of reintroduction.
20. Historically, Waenseil is a notable exception
within the cited. group. His main work was a literary
Yiddish chrestomathy (provided with Latin letter
transcriptions of entire literary texts) and. his
motivations were largely founded on intellectual
appreciation for Yiddish literature (of. Borokhov
1913 : no. 26; M. Weinreich 1928: 715-732).
21. It Is likely that the phonetic realization
wag
 1ev]2212 5 . Where the syllabic element was (J or
lower in historical vowel 22, merger with IëJ/[ey ]25 was
Renerally averted.
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22. The works of Philolottus (1733) and Friedrich (1781i.)
are deservedly praised by M. Weinreich (19L1. 0: 103;
1957: note 7).	 Accordi.n to Avé-Lallernant (1858-
1862: III, 233) PhiloElottus is the pseudonym of J. P.
LUtke.
23. The relevant Isoglosses and the phonetic status
of the merged 22/25 are not yet clear for much of Western
Yiddish. On the merger of the two vowels in Western
Yiddish, see Beranek (1957: 1975; 1961: 296-297; 1965:
114.6-114.9), Hutterer (1965: 126-127) and Bin-Nun (1973:
201).
214. In Voorzanger and Polak (1915) nonconformist
seolates are cross referenced to corresponding Ashkenazio
forms.
25. Bin-Nun (1979) points out that both these words
are more figurative and, metaphorical semantic alternants
to Central Yiddish }iint II Northeastern Yiddish hunt 'dow'
and. 1jg 'lie'.	 Unlike fardinst (after Bin-Nun), these
Germanic Component items are undoubtedly of old Yiddish
stock. A number of semantic and phonetic properties of
the forms cited in Table L may account for their special
tenacity in resisting conforTnizatlon.
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26. Bin-Nun (1979) believes recalling the older
generation in his native Rohatyn (East Galicia) using
ayk3r In the phrase ávkr-b. £ false plot; total
lie; blood libel'.	 He and, his generation have




popular throughout Central Yiddish.
27. This jibes with well known findings that conscious
Innovation (e. g . borrowing of prestige forms) is often
characteristic of prestigious social groups (Bright and,
Ramanujan 196k: 1112; Labov 1973: 217).
28. Conformization in Yiddish apparently followed
the standardization of the classical form in Ashkenazic
itself. Older Ashkenazic texts often have <rwah>
(with çere), e.g. p. 9k of an Ashkenazic prayerbook
manuscript (British Library Oriental Add. 27,556)
dated paleographically by Nargoliouth (1905: II, no. 653)
as "thirteenth to fourteenth century." So also
Levita (lSkl) and, later editions including Basel .1.557,
1601; Grodno 1805.
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29. Unfortunately, comparative historical treatments
tend to treat the conformized Northeastern Yiadisn model
as a norm for classifying the protovowel In these Items.
E.g. Zuckerman (1969: Lt.9) lists Alsatian Yid.d.ish kêylv
wider vowel 25; N. WeinreIch (1973: II, 361) lists
the cognate of Tiberian qr under vowel 25.
jO. The list of wavering and conformizin,g Yiddish
segolates could be expanded by Including items which
have fallen out of use in modern Eastern Yiddish. For
example, nonconformist <Seiwel> 	 was in variation with
oonforinizIng <Sewel> in the eighteenth century Yiddish
known to Fried.rich (178 L1. : 37..
LO2
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1.	 Introduction
Yiddish, the thousand year old language of Central and
East European (Ashkenazic) Jewry, is of unique interest to
comparative philology from a number of perspectives. Not least
of these is the fusion character of the language. All of Yiddish
through time and space is characterized by the joining, in
a forinulaically specific way, of Semitic (postclassical Hebrew
and Aramaic) with Germanic (dialects of Middle High German) and
at least a sprinkling of Romance (languages cognate with Old
French and Old Italian). The Yiddish of Eastern Europe of the
last few centuries has been enriched by the accretion of the
Slavonic Component.	 The term conrDonent is used here after
Max Wejn.rejch (19511. ; 1973: I, 32-33) to denote historically
diverse items that are synchronically Yiddish in the same way
a modern English word of Old. French origin is synchronica].ly
English albeit of known extraneous extraction. The philological
literature on the types of Germanic and Semitic that have entered.
into Yiddish is vast. A closer scrutiny of the history of Yiddish
may well prove to be continually rewarding to specialists in the
fields of Germanic and Semitic philology as well as to general
historical linguists.
Yiddish affords the comparativist the infrequent opportunity
to supplement the usual corpus of forms gleaned from related
languages with the genetically unrelated. but synchronically
fused forms of a single language. While each dialect of Yiddish
has a unitary phonemic system encompassing all its historical
components, there remains noteworthy synchronio differentiation
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between the components in phonology, morphology and, syntax. By
isolating the several components on the synchronlc plane on the
basis of the empirical evidence inherent in the modern language,
the constant interraction and mutual impact of the components
through the ages may be recovered by reconstruction.
We seek here to apply comparative reconstruction in an
effort to recover the key lines of development of the stress
system of the Semitic Component in Yiddish. The Semitic
Component, according to the standard theory prevailing in
Yiddish studies, entered Yiddish through Hebrew and Ararnaic
texts of Bible, Talmud and, liturgy which were in extensive use
in traditional Yiddish speaking society (N. Weinreich 1928:
20; 1973: I, 222, 227; II, 26L1.; III, 233-23k). 	 We have
proposed that the greatest portion of the Semitic Component
was genetically inherited in the usual manner of generation
to generation language transmission (Katz 1979 a ). This debate,
the question of the ultimate descent of the Semitic Component,
need not interfere with the more limited goal of the present
paper. Assuming standard theory (the text theory), any Semitic
impact upon the stress system of the Semitic Component will have
come from the graphemic system employed in vocalized Hebrew and
Aramaic texts, in which stress is cl-early marked. After our own
view (continuous transmissIon theory), such impact will have
resulted from continuous language transmission by way of which
Semitic stress patterns were brought to Europe by migrating




Recent advances in the theory of historical linguistics
emphasize the need, to achieve a synchronio analysis of a
structure in language as a point of departure for the leap into
the past (e.g. Welrireich, Labov and. Herzog 1968). As Anttila
(1972: 3) puts it, "in order to study change in an object, one
must first know the object itself". By comparing the stress
pattern of the Semitic Component with that of its sister
Germanic Component within Yiddish, a first step is taken toward
the identification and isolation of the identities, similarities
and diversities.
An illustrative corpus of thirty-six Yiddish lexical items
is provided in Table 1, half of which derive from each of the
two main components in Yiddish. Words are cited in a phonemic
transcription of their Standard Yiddish forms. The dialects
do not diverge with respect to stress of the cited forms. It
is promptly evident that disyllabic Yiddish words are normally
stressed on the first syllable (the syllabic nucleus of which
is a full vowel or diphthong), while the second. syllable is
unstressed and has as its syllabic nucleus reduced vowel
or syllabic sonorants 1,	 <	 ,	 This identity is a
temptation to conclude straight away that as far as concerns
stress, there is no empirically discernible Semitic Component
from a synchronic point of view. There is a Yiddish stress
system which pervades the words of the language without regard
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The apparent identity emerging from Table 1 vanishes
when morphological derivatives of the same lexical items are
examined in paradigms engendering syllable suffixation in
Table 2.
	 Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 compels the conclusion
that Initial stress is a systematic feature of the Germanic
Component but only an incidental feature of disyllabic Semitisrns.
GermanIsms are dynamically processed by Initial Stress
Assignment (V 1+ stress] / ##C0_) while Semitisms are
processed by Penultimate Stress Assignment (V - [+stress] /
____C0(VC0)##). The contents of Tables 1 and 2 are combined
in Table 3 to facilitate formulation of the phozo1ogical
structure of words in each component. Both components share
posttonic reduced vowels. In the Semitic Component,
Penultimate Stress Assignment causes a jump in stress to
conform to the process upon syllable addition. This applies
equally to a three syllable word becoming a four syllable
word, e.g. mex'it; 'in-law', p1. maxatnim. The Semitic
Component exhibits a marked reorganization of internal
word-level phonological relations ensuing from syllable
addition. For example, a vowel stressed in the singular of
a noun, e.g.
	 in xávr (no. 17), becomes unstressed in the
plural, xavéjrim. At the same time, the reduced vowel i of
the singular now appears as stressed diphthong . In the
Germanic Component, primary stress may indeed be relegated
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e.g. létdik 'empty' but
	 sTh.1dik, '(to) empty out'. Still,
in any and. all paradigms,	 remains stressed vis vis the
j of 1k. The relation, therefore, of a full vowel to a reduced
vowel in a given word. is a fixed relation in. the Germanic
Component. This implies on a deeper level that Initial
Stress Assignment is itself an incidental, even if regular
feature of the Germanic Component. Stress is ultimately
root bound and. nonphonological, as ind.eed in German. In
the Semitic Component, by contrast, the relation of a full
vowel to a reduced vowel in a given word is a variable relation.
A hypothetical Germanism processed by Penultimate Stress
Assignment, e.g. • js1jMka, and a hypothetical Semitism
processed by Initial Stress Assignment (or root bound stress),
e.g. •xávejrlm, are equally nonsensical to the native speaker
of Yiddish. (We use the black circle • to denote synchronically
spurious forms, reserving the asterisk * for historical
reconstructions which are at any rate not meant to be spurious.)
We may say in summary that Semitic Component stress is
phonological	 shifting while Germanic Component stress is
lexica).	 . nonshifting.
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3.	 evant Germanic	 Semitic Stress.
By relevant Germanic and Semitic stress, we refer to
those forms of Germanic and. Semitic which by reason of
cotemporality and. coterritoriality could have had impact
upon Yiddish. The status of stress in modern German or
modern Israeli Hebrew is as immaterial as its status in
Proto Ind.o-European or Proto Semitic. It is a methodological
fallacy for the historical linguist to tie together entities
untied in history. It is well established. that stress in
Germanic was fixed. on the root syllable which was most
frequently the word initial syllable in a time predating
the oldest monuments, albeit following the application of
Verner's Law (of. Kienle 1969: 16-17; Paul 1975: 211_26;
Penzl 1975: 52-23; Veynger 1929: 32). One long term effect
of initial heavy expiratory accent was the eventual reduction
of unstressed. vowels. The application of posttonlc
reduction on a mass level is characteristic of the development
of Middle High German (cf. Bach 1956: 125; Kienle 1969: 55-58;
Paul 1975: 55-63; Penzl 1975: 97-98, 105-106; Waterman 1976:
85). It is hence apparent that Germanic stress is prehistoric
from the viewpoint of Yiddish while posttonic reduction is
contemporary with early Yiddish The oldest period. of the
language begins, in the opInions of Birnbaum (1939; 1979:
Z44.57) and M. Weinreich (195LI1955), in the ninth century.
The Germanic Component in Yiddish has in both cases
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stress assignment and pcsttonic reduction 	 preserved the
inherited Germanic system, occasionally behaving more
Germanically than modern Standard German, e.g. Yiddish árbat
'work' vs. German árbaJt, Yiddish 1bdjj 'alive' vs. German
1endi.
Having established that the Semitic Component has an
autonomous stress system that cannot be explained straightforward1
in Germanic terms, it is now apropos to compare Semitic Component
forms with their cognates in Semitic. Both traditional Hebrew
and Jewish Aramaic were meticulously codified by a brilliant
school of scribe-philologists on the western shores of the
Sea of Galilee in the late first millennium. The codifiers,
often referred to as the Masoretes, were themselves apparently
native speakers of Jewish Aramaic (Rosenthal 19714.: 9; Schrainm
19614. : 18). Their precise system of vocalization and, accentuation
was intended primarily to standardize the phonology of the Old
Testament, but as a phonological system, their work is by no means
limited to forms attested in Biblical texts. The Masoretes'
phonology, equally applicable to Hebrew arid. Aramaic, is generally
known as Tiberlan, after Tiberias, the city where much of their
work was carried out.
In Tiberian phonology, stress is ultimate in the overwhelming
majority of cases. In Table 14., our Semitic Component corpus
(Tables 1-3, nos. 1-18) is confronted with cognate Tiberian
forms. Unlike the Semitic Component forms, which are processed
by Penultimate Stress Assignment, the cited Tiberian forms are
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processed by Ultimate Stress- Assignment (V - [+stress] /
- C.##).	 This ultimate pattern does not, however,
account for the entirety of Tiberian Hebrew and Aramaic.
There are a number of penultimate paradigms, the most
prominent of which are the so called segolates (of. Malone
1971). In such cases, Tiberian and the Semitic Component
in Yiddish share penultimate stress, e.g. Tiberian m1cx
'king', Yiddish mjlex. The coexistence of the peiu1timate
minority within the largely ultimately stressed Tiberian lexicon
is one of the characteristic features of Masoretic phonology
(cf. Bauer-Leander 1965: 175-18 L1. ; Bergstrsser 1972: 200-227;
Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley 1910: 911.; Cimbi in Chomsky 1952:
26-28; Moscati 1969: 67; Schramni 196 L1. 35-36). The presence both
of penultimate and ultimate stress patterns implies that stress
may be margirally phonemically distinctive in Tiberian,
a situation in principle impossible when stress is purely
phonological, as in the Semitic Component in Yiddish. Indeed,
there are a few minimally contrastive pairs in Tiberian, e.g.
Hebrew Lvfi 'they returned' vs. 5vfl 'they took captive'.
Tiberian stress cannot be classified as phonological because
of the ultimate-penultimate ind.eterminancy. Neither can it be
deemed lexical, because stress is after all governed by one of
the two phonological stress assignment rules (ultimate or
penultimate) and it does shift upon syllable addition. We may
for the purposes at hand, characterize Tiberian stress as
uasi-hono1oica1	 shiftIng, sharply distinct from both
lexical	 r..cnshiftin Germanic Component stress and. the
thonological	 shiftIm stress of the Semitic Component.
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4.	 Solu±ion
During the past century of Yiddish studies, scholarly
opinion on the origins of Semitic Component stress has largely
fallen into one of four distinct groups of theories.
(a)	 errnani theories.	 Saineanu (1889: 56), Wiener (1894:
178), Sapir (1915: 264-265), Bin-Nun (1951: 141-111.2; 1973:
4-5, 262-267) and Leibel (1965) explain Semitic Component stress
as a result of Germanic impact. Occasionally, note had. been made
of the inadequacy of the explanation in light of the discrepancies
between the two components. Saplr (1915: 264) did. inject as
an apt word of reservation the qualification that "words of more
than two syllables, however, cannot be accented back of the penult"
Bin-Nun (1973: 266) calls Semitic Component stress a compromise
solution to the conflicting Semitic and Germanic patterns within
Yiddish. Leibel (1965) implausibly argues that Semitic Component
stress was indeed initial stress at one point, and only later
shifted again to penultimate in certain environments. The most
serious shortcoming of Leibel's proofs is his untenable corpus of
cited forms. He cites, for example, the learned names of Talmudic
tractates jrvin and gé1rin, while ignoring the near-
homophonous everyday words that are indeed penultimately
stressed (cf. Tables 1-4, nos. 4,6). Most of the handful of
exceptions to penultimate stress in the Semitic Component are
d.ialectally restricted (of. U. Wenreich l965a: 37-38) and in
all probability the result of late analogical levelling. Other
exceptions are only apparent and result from the chronological
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precedence of unstressed vowel reduction. Leibel did. succeed,
however, in classifying the most frequent conditions for
exceptions to penultimate stress.	 These exceptions merit
a new monographic study, but are outside the scope of the
present essay, the task of which is to unravel the system
rather than to tabulate anomalies.
(b) £erntic theorIes.	 Segal (1928: 75) postulates that
penultimate stress was inherited into Ashkenazic territory
from an ancient Semitic but non-Tiberlan penultImate pattern
of stress. He cites as evidence the existence of penultimate
stress of Semitisms amongst non-Ashkenazic Jews of certain
oriental communities. M. Weinreich (1963_196 11. : 326-327; 1973:
II, 32-31. ), citing no evidence, daringly contends that
penultimate Semitic Component stress was secondarily imported
from the Near East into the Yiddish speaking area as part of
a hypothesized "Babylonian Renaissance" in Central Europe of
the Middle Ages.
(c) ].avonta theories.	 Tshemerinski (1913: 57) proposes
Polish influence as the determining factor. He is countered
by Borokhov (1913: 77) who correctly notes that penultimate
Semitic Component stress pervades the entire area of the
massive historical speech territory of Yiddish, most of which
is not coterritorial with Polish. Western Yiddish, mostly on
German speaking territory, is virtually untouched by Slavonic
influences.
(di Independent tnries.	 Jakobson (1953: 75-76) seeks to
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explain Semitic Component stress in terms of universal
tendencies of language. He argues that when a language
does not distinguish long and short vowels in both stressed
and unstressed syllables, there is a marked inclination toward
stress shifting from a boundary syllable (i.e. initial or
ultimate) to the penultimate syllable. It follows from this
that Semitic quantitative vocalic distinctions in unstressed
syllables were first to vanish under the impact of Germanic
phonology. This loss of distinction would have subsequently
effected a shift from ultimate Tiberian to penultimate Semitic
Component stress. One theoretical difficulty encountered by
Jakobson's argument is posed by the status of distinctive
vocalic quantity in Tiberian itself. In unstressed syllables,
Tiberian vowel length is a redundancy predictable from syllable
structure. Another independent proposal comes from Birnbaum.
At first, Birnbaum (1918: 25) implicitly agreed with the
contention that an originally ultimate stress pattern shifted
to penultimate during the history of Yiddish. 	 Later, Birnbaurn
(1922: 17-18) reversed himself and argued in favour of a Semitic
origin, contending that an ancient non-Tiberian Semitic tradition
is preserved by Yiddish, a view for which he is criticized by
F. (1923: 1LI.l) and Bin-Nun (1973: 264). At present, Birnbaum
(1979: 66) believes that a stress shift from Tiberian ultimate
to Semitic Component penultimate did indeed, transpire, but he
explicitly rejects the view that ncn-rythmic (lexical) Germanic
stress could have been responsible for the transition from
one rythmic (phonological) stress to another (ultimate to
penultimate). He concludes that "this accent shift must therefore
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be considered as an independent Ashkenazic development. How.
and, when it took place has yet to be discovered".
We propose to confront the issue by applying comparative
reconstruction to two Yiddish vowels and, their cognates in
Middle High German and. in Tiberian. Although the one to one
correspondence between Yiddish vowels and their Middle High German
cognates is far from perfect, it was an immense leap forward when
in the late nineteenth century the Austrian philologist
Alfred Land,au and, the Rumanian linguist Lazar Sainéan (Saineanu)
discovered the profound genetic links between Yiddish and, Middle
High German. The first to tabulate the correspondences in
classical neograrnmarian fashion was apparently Gerzon (1902:
20
-29).	 A far more sophisticated scheme was 1r]deendently
devised by Sapir (1915: 237-250). Prilutski (1920; 1921)
pioneered. the study of the di,alectological diversification
within Yiddish, relating his findings both to Middle High German
and, to investigations of individual German dialects. A conceptual
advance was achieved by Reyzen (1920: 51-69) who used the vowels
of Yiddish, rather than those of Middle High German, as his
point of departure. Birnbaum (1923) was apparently the first
to establish a comprehensive systematic scheme using the vowels
of Yiddish as a starting point and accounting for all the
components of the language. In the nineteen thirties, Jechiel
Fischer (the later Bin-Nun) successfully posited a system of
Proto Yiddish vocalism in which the various geographically
differentiated reflexes of the modern language were traced back
to protovowels which in turn were related to cognates in Middle
High German, Tiberian and. Slavonic (see now Bin-Nun 1973:
183-238, 267-278). The most systematic scheme to date is
N. Weinreich's (1960; 1973: II, 321-382; IV, 36l4_38 Li. ) numerical
protosystem. It posits twenty protovowels utilizing neither
Middle High German nor any one Yiddish dialect as its point of
departure but rather all Yiddish dialects. This interd.ialectal
accountability is achieved by replacement of the monod.ialecta].
phoneme by the interdialectal diaphonerne as the base unit of
comparative and. historical Yiddish phonology. In the present
essay, the Yiddish protovowels under discussion will be referred.
to using the double digit designations of Weirireich's protovowels
devised by U. Weinreich and explained in Herzog (1965: 228, note ii
The first vowel we shall consider is the Yiddish d.iaphoneme
cognate with the Middle High German vowel designated <> in the
literature (cf. Grimm 1840: 135-lk3). Sapir (1915: 239-2L.0) was
convinced. that its cognate in Yiddish, ., even in open syllables,
e.g. gbçi. '(to) give'-,	 'life' wa. a relic of Middle High
German times that escaped. the lengthening so characteristic of
most dialects of German. This vowel is known as vowel 25 in
the protosystem. Now Sapir's study relied exclusively on the
author's native dialect, Northeastern Yiddish ("Lithuanian
Yiddish"), in which vowel 25 does Indeed appear as , merged
with the original short . of the protosytem, vowel 21, hence
the homoiymy in Northeastern Yiddish of b 'bed' and bt
'(I) request'. From the vantage point of the monumental strides
that have been taken in Yiddish dialectology in the years since
the appearance of Sapir's study, we can examine the reflexes
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of vowel 25 throughout the historical speech territory of Yiddish
(Map 1). The boundaries in Map 1 follow Herzog (1965: 7) but the
dialect classification fol1ows Katz (1979b). Virtually all the
Yiddish spoken today is Eastern Yiddish. Western Yiddish died out
as the language of a substantial speech comun.ity in the late
eighteenth century as a result of the assimilation of its speakers
to German and other coterritorial languages. Still, a number of
empirical field studies have succeeded in documenting the speech
of the last surviving Western Yiddish informants, e.g. Voorzanger
and Polak (1915) and Eeem (l95l4;
 1970; 1975) on Northwestern
Yiddish; Tend.lau (1860), Beranek (1961) and Lowenstein (1973-1975;
1975) on Midwestern Yiddish; Weill (1920-1921), Guggenheirn-Grünberg
(1951i. ; 1958; 1961; l96 Ll. ; 1973; 1976), Zivy (1966) and Zuckerman
(1969) on Southwestern Yiddish. This corpus is su pplemented by
eighteenth century Latin letter dictionaries and grammars, e.g.
Philoglottus (1733), Bibliophilus (17L1.2.) , Tirsch (1773), Friedrich
(l?8 Z1. ) and Selig (1792).
In Map 2, the modern Yiddish reflexes of vowels 21 (the
original short . that has remained short) and 25 (the original shor
.. subject to open syllable lengthening) are presented. The minimal
history of vowel 25 is sketched in Table 5. It is evident that
Sapir's native dialect, Northeastern Yiddish, is the only Yiddish
dialect rernerging vowels 21 and 25. Far from being a medieval
relic, the merger results from the relatively recent loss of
distinctive vowel quantity and is in effect a retrograde sound
shift (cf. U. Weinrich 1958: 2524.; Herzog 1965: 163; Katz 1978:
3k, 38- 11.2). It is paralleled amorst the back vowels by the




















Our evidence concerning the development of the Semitic
Component stress system is provided by those Yid.d.ish dialects
in which vowel 25 retains a unique phonetic representation,
distinct from vowel 21. The systematic correspondence between
Middle High German <> on the one hand, and the dialects of
Yiddish on the other, is illustrated in Table 6, nos. 1-7.
Gerrnanists believe the phonetic value of Middle High German
was [ c J, as distinguished from [e corresponding to <e>
(cf. Penzl 1957: L$.71; Russ 1978: 73-74). Significantly,
semitic_Component cognates of the Tiberian vowel seo1 ( •,)
also appear as vowel 25 in Yiddish in stressed open syllables,
as illustrated in Table 6, nos. 8-14.
	
Historically, the
Middle High German vowel and the Tiberian vowel both correspond
to a unitary Yiddish protovowel which un.erwent
lengthening and raising in Old Yiddish, and, developed
subsequently to the modern diaphonerne Western Yiddish , II
Mideastern Yiddish / Southern Southeastern Yiddish Li. II
Northern Southeastern Yiddish j II Northeastern Yiddish .
Now there is a series of Ti'berian lexical items in which
Tiberian . (or ,) was not lengthened as expected in the stressed
open syllabic environment. These items are illustrated in
Table 6, nos. 15-21.
	
M. Weinreich (1973: II, 49) accounts
for nos. 15-18 by arguing that Tiberian behaved differently
from in the history of Yiddish, although in Tiberian. phonology
itself,	 is virtually an allophone or allograph of ,, limited
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syllables (cf. Schramm 19614. : 27-28, 314.). A serious problem
with the analysis is Its Inability to account for nos. 19-21
where Tiberian has . rather than ,. A claim that nos. 19-21
escaped lengthening because in Tiberian their syllables were
closed by the following 'eminate consonant (a1thouh they are
unquestionably open syllables in Yiddish which has no geminate
consonants) is likewise ad-hoc and cannot account for nos. 15-18.
In oar view, the common factor responsible for blocking 1engthenin
in words 15-21 is the differing Tiberian stress. The dotted
box in Table 6 encloses the dialect forms which provide the
crucial evidence. In all cases where Tiberian , underwent
lengthening and, subsequent phonological development differing
in each dialect area, the vowel was already stressed in
Tiberian. In other words, these words belong to the minority
of penultimately stressed Tiberian forms. At a certain point
in time in the history of Yiddish, a sound, change > I >
in stressed open syllables was effected. in Yiddish, apparently
under the impact of the contemporary lengthening of Middle High
German short vowels in the same phonological environment. At
that point in time, nos. 15-21 were still ultimately stressed,
as indeed in Tiberian, and were therefore immune to lengthening.
We conclude that Semitic Component stress shifted from ultimate
to penultimate sometime after the application of lengthening.
An analogous proof presents itself from the Yiddish
d.iaphoneme cognate with Middle High German <a> in lengthening
position, i.e. .in open syllables or their closed syllabic
allornorphs. This vowel is known as vowel 13 in the protosystem.
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In Map 3, the modern Yiddish reflexes of vowels 11 (the
original short & that has remained short) and. 13 (the
original short , subject to open syllable lengthening) are
presented. Unlike vowel 25, vowel 13 did not undergo unitary
development in both the Germanic and the Semitic components,
except in Southwestern Yiddish where it was uniformly lengthened
to in both components. We shall f or the sake of clarity
refer to the Germanic Component reflexes of vowel 13 as
and. its Semitic Component reflexes as 	 (see Table 7). In
dialects other than Southwestern Yiddish, Germanic Component 13.
was rounded to Old. Yiddish *Q 13a and developed subsequently in
unison with vowel 12, the diaphoneme corresponding most frequently
to Middle High German <P and Tiberian 
.5. (see Table 8, nos.
1-7). Let us now turn to our primary concern, vowel 13b,
which merged with the local reflexes of vowel 11 in most
of Mideastern Yiddish and in all of Southeastern Yiddish and
Northeastern Yiddish, as illustrated in Map 3.
Our evidence concerning the development of the Semitic
Component stress system is provided. by those Yiddish dialects
in which vowel l3b retains a unique phonetic representation,
distinct from vowel 11. The systematic correspondence between
Tiberian and. , on the one hand, and the dialects of Yiddish
on the other, is illustrated In Table 8, nos. 8-21. In our
view, the factor responsible for the differing realizations in
nos. 8l l4.
 and nos. lS-2l Is the differing Tiberian stress.
The dotted box in Table 8 encloses the dialect forms which
provide the crucial evidence - those dialects in which vowel
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a underwent lengthening, the vowel was already stressed in
Tiberian. Like the segolates in Table 6, nos. 8_i ll., the forms
cited in Table 8, nos. 15-21 belong to the minority of
penultimately stressed Tiberian forms. At a certain point
In time in the history of Yiddish, a sound change a > in
stressed open syllables was effected in Yiddish. In all
likelihood, it occurred simultaneously with the lengthening of
vowel 25 and other short, stressed open syllabic vowels as
part of the general development V > V in the open syllabic
environment. During this sound change, the forms cited in
Table 8, flog . 8-14 were still ultimately stressed, as indeed
in Ti'berian, and were therefore as Immune to lengthening as
were the forms cited in Table 6, nos. 15-21. Once again, we
conclude that Semitic Component stress shifted from ultimate
to penultimate sometime after the application of lengthening.
The mighty force of Germanic initial stress did not
entirely overcome and swallow Tiberian stress in Yiddish. It
exerted a force of attraction which engendered the collapse
of ultimate and, penultimate forms as a unitary system
of penultimate accentuation, while the shifting nature of
Tiberian stress rmained systemically intact. As a result,
monosyllables appear stressed in Modern Yiddish in all components,
and d.isyllables are penultimately (= initially) stressed, again
in all components. The divergence of the Semitic Component
stress system from its original Tiberian state, and its equally
sharp divergence from Germanic stress (to which It was attracted,
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without merging) is evident in words of.three or more
syllables (see Table 9). The new pattern, present-day
Semitic Component stress in Yiddish, is the result of
Germanic pressure on a Semitic system, leading to the rise





In Tiberian phonology, lexical items are generally
assigned a stress which shifts forward upon syllable
suffixation. Tiberian stress is thus demarcative in the
sense of Martinet (1965: 83-87), denoting position relative
to the word final boundary (cf. Borokhov 1913: 75-76). But
the existence of penultimate in addItion to ultimate patterns
renders Tiberian stress quasi-phonological and indeed, only
imperfectly d.emarcative.	 By merging both patterns into a
single system of penultimate stress (as a partial
accommodation to Germanic stress), the stress system of the
Semitic Component in (id.dish is curiously more perfectly
phonological than Tiberian stress Itself.
There can be no doubt that the reduction of posttonic
vowels in the Semitic Component Is the direct result of
pressure by the well known process of Germanic reduction of
unstressed vowels. Now In the synchronic phonology of the
Germanic Component of Yiddish, as indeed In any modern dialect
of German, phonetically reduced vowels are generally
derivable from likewise reduced vowels on a more abstract
phonemic, morphophonemic or underlying level of representation.
One camiot establish a unique nonreduced. underlying
representation from the evidence provided by the modern
language. Thus Yiddish [a] in [btlir] 'beggar', [Ictirj
[kümn] '(to) come' Is svnchronically derivable from
underlying ki in Ibtlj.rI, Rct.rI, Ikumnf.
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Due to the phonological-shifting nature of Semitic
Component stress, reduced vowels often alternate systematically
with full vowels or d.iphthongs in suffixed forms (of. Table
3, nos. 1-18). Thus Yiddish [e) in [álm2.n) 'widower',
[málb] 'garment', [xcijn] 'dream' is synchronically derivable
from underlying 1,1, lul and. I:,jI respectively in Iaimn1,
ImalbuI, Ixol.j.mI (cf. suffixed forms alm,n 'widow',
ma].biIim 'garments', xa1jm3s 'dreams'). Modern Yiddish
Seinitisms are synchronically processed by Penultimate Stress
Assignment j.çj Posttonic Reduction (V
	 [-tense) / [+stresg)C.
	
)
By preserving a shifting stress pattern (as a partial relic of
Tiberian stress), the Semitic Component in Yiddish also preserves
Posttonic Reduction as a living rule in the synchronic phonology
of the modern language, while no trace thereof remains in the
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
Yiddish arose roughly a millennium ago in consequence of
the linguistic fusion of Germanic elements gleaned from various
medieval dialects of Upper and Central German with tw elements
migrating Jews brought with them in their speech into thi Germanic
speaking territory: Semitic (postclassical Hebrew and. Aramaic),
and, to a considerably lesser degree, Romance (Jewish correlates
of Old Italian and Old French). The internal differentiation
of Yiddish through space presents the researcher with an array
of extensively divergent features. No less striking, however,
is •
	 underlying Pan Yiddish systematic unity, which is somewhat
surprising given on the one hand, the vast spread. of the historical
speech territory or Yiddish - stretching at its zenith from
Anisteriiam to Venice and from Strasbourg to Smolensk - and on
the other the constant pressures from the languages coterrttorial
with Yiddish. The most striking manifestations of systematic
interrelated.negs amongst the dialects of Yiddish are firstly, the
analogous way the Pan European oomponent1s of Yiddish (Germanic,
Semitic, Romance) have fused throughout the language territory
of Yiddish - the Slavonic Ccmponent is virtually restricted to
Eastern Yiddish - and, secondly, the oveiall constancy of the
interdialecta], correspnd,ence g between the systems of stressed
vocalism of the several dialects.
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The study of Yiddish dialectology in the modern period
has proven interesting to bilingual Yiddish-Slavic dialeotology
(U. Wetnreich 1952; 1958a; 1963), Yid.d.ish-German dialectology
(Aithaus 1963; 1965; 1967; 1969), history of Ashkenazic Hebrew
ana Ararnaic (11. Weinreioh 1958), Jewish history (Herzog 19b);
1968), general theory of structural dialectology (U. Weinreich
l95L a)and the theory of language change (Weinreich, Labov and.
Herzog 1968). The goals of the field as set forth by the pre-
World War II master of Xidd.ish dialectology, Noyakh Prilutski
(1930 ) include the enrichment of modern literary Yiddish by
gleanings from the study of the dialects as well as the
utilization of dialect evidence in normative decisions in the
areas of Yiddish orthography and pronunciation. Yiddish
dialeetology has followed the numerous developments in fieldwork
methodology, theoretic1 framework and sociological context
experienced by all forms of dialeetology. If the present article
seems biased in the direction of traditional structuralism, this
is a reflection of the predominance of structuralist studies in
the field in the years since the Secoiid. Worla. War.
2. HISTORY OF YIDDISH DIALECTOLOGY
Johann Buxtort the Elder (1609: 652, 658) made scanty
remarks which point to his awareness of basic differences between
Western Yiddish (larg,ly coterritorial with the German language
territory) and Eastern Yiddish (coterritoria.L with the S.Lavonio
ana Baltic languages). The first known attempt at an actual
classificatory scheme of Yiddish dialects is that of Carl Wilhelm
Friedrich (178 21. : +8-52), himself most familiar with the Yiddish
of Prussia. Notwithstanding inevitable theoretical and. factual
shortcomings, Fried.rteh's word contains a gold.mine of
dialectological data on many varieties of eighteenth century
Yiddish.
Modern scientific studies could only begin with the
development of the comparative method in the nineteenth century
and the ensuing interest in dialect. Important major advances
were achieved, by the Rumanian linguist Lazar aineanu (1869; of.
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Gininger 1938; 195L1. ) and the Austrian philologist Alfred Landau
(1895; 1901). After j2s4'S	 (1908) lame efforts, Yiddish
dla.Lecto.Logy was set on its new and most fruitful path of
ambitious expansion in consequence of being incorporated into
the new field of self-conscious and seir-centered. Yiddish
philology and. linguistics, founded by Ber Borokhov (l913a-d'.
The new school, based 	 Easte.n Europe in the midst of a
concentrated. Yiddish speaking population, viewed Yiddish
studies as a universe of disciplines in its own right rather
than a satelilte or Germanic studies. This so called 'Yid.d.ishist
School' was destined to prv,iuce a proa.igious quantity of high
qualtty-aoademio work in Yid.d.ish in philology, literary history
anu. folic.Lore. Noyakh Prilutski (1882-l9'4l) singlehandedly
compiled an amaziugly vast corpus of data and, analyses culled
mostiy from the living dialects but to an imprss1ve degree also
from older literary monuments, which he published in massiv
collective volumes (e.g. 1917, 1920, ly2.L, 192 L1. , 1937).
The rise of research institutions dedicated primarily or
exclusively to Yiddish studies gave d.ialeotology new Impetus.
The leading institution, tne Yithilsh Scientific Institute, known
as th IIVO (from its Yiddish acronym), founded in Vilna in 1925,
engaged itself in a number of noteworthy field. projects (e.g.
the YIVO l92J questiunnaire on substantival genaer). Working
with the Jewish Seeton o th Byelorussian Acaaemy or Sciences
in 1iask, M. Veynger (1925) launched a questionnaire for
his fielaworkers which included sections on phonetics, morpxiology,
syntax and lexicon. Veynger t1929) proa.uoed. a synthetic
treatment of the dialects o.. modern Eastern YIddih. His work
was culminated by te posthumous publication or his atlas, the
first Yidaish language atlas iL history, by his pupil Vi.Lenkin
(1931 ). Although still invaluable on a number of points, the
Soviet Yiddish atlas surfered from ia.eoi.ogical trappings as well
as its limitation to the contemporary politial borders of the
Soviet Union, thereby exclud..tg much of the heartland. of the
Yluctish territory. Reactions to the 193]. Atlas were d.zez'vediy
unenthusiastic tof. N. Weinreih l9j Birnbawn l9i3).
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Like all of Yiddish scholarship, Yiddish d.ialectology
suffered a devastating blow with the annihilation by the Nazis
of most of European Jewry. Noyakh Prilutski perished along
with scores of other Yiddish scholars. Of the few to escape
were Max Weinreich, cofound.er of the YIVO, and his son Uriel,
an escape that would prove pivotal In the reestablishment of
Yiddish scholarship generally, and Yiddish d.Ialeotology in
particular, in the decades following the War. In Germany,
Yiddish dIalecto].ogy was researched by F. J. Beranek, whose
work culminated in the 1965 publication of his	 iddischer
8racFt1as. The dubious findings and grievous methodological
fallacies of the Beranek atlas were, however, far graver than
those of the Veynger-Vilenkin effort, hence the strongly
negative scholarly reaction to Beranek's atlas (of.
Guggenheim-Grnberg 1966/1968; Althaus 1972: 1377-1378) . Studies Ir
Western Yiddish were happily advanced by the dedicated, efforts
of Hartog Beem, the master of Netherland.Ic Yiddish who
singlehand.edly pioneered its study in modern times, and
Florence Guggehneim-Grnberg, whose studies of Swiss Yiddish
complemented the long tradition of studies on the Yiddish
of Alsace. Her efforts culminated In the publication of a
highly significant atlas of the southern regions of Western
Yiddish in 1973.
The future of Yiddish dialectology lay largely in the
United States. The postwar efforts of Beatrice Silverman's
(later Silverman-WeinreIch) unpublished phonograph surveys of
Yiddish dialects in 191.8 and Jean Jof en's (1953) dissertation
on the dialect geography of East European Yiddish helped to
demonstrate that accurate and. indeed invaluable data could still
be culled from expatriate informants far removed from their
places of origin. Uriel Weinreich, a brilliant linguistIc
theoretician who pioneered structural and, multilingual
d.ialeotoloy launched the Language and. Culture Atlas of
Ashkenazic Jewry (of. TI. Weinrelch 1960). Uriel Weinreich built
up a massive fieldworker!s questIonnaire designed f or interviews
lasting about twelve hours In a number of sittings, divided. the
map of Europe into sections of varying density depending upon
region, and set out to map the entire speech territory of Yiddish
as it had never been mapped before, making use of the most
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meticulous and sophisticated methods of linguistic analysis,
cartography and computer science. The untimely death of Uriel
Weinrejch in 1967 at the age of forty was a heavy blow to the
project but it is now being successfully pursued by Marvin I.
Herzog of Columbia University, an acclaimed authority on
dialectological science and former pupil of Weinreich. The
Atlas will be the grand achievement of twentieth century
Yiddish d.ialectology.
3. SCHEMES OF CLASSIFICATION
The criterial isogloss internal to Yiddish sets off
Western Yiddish from Eastern Yiddish, a divide proposed by
Alfred Landau (1895) and defined by him (in Landau and
Wachsteln 1911: xli) as delimiting the west (i.e. establishing
as Western Yiddish)	 the area displaying the unitary reflex
. where standard. Middle High German has ei and
	 (cf. Western
Yiddish fl	 'meat', IçIAz], 'small', biu 'tree', kfn '(to) buy'
vs. Middle High German fleiscth, klein, bourn, koufen). Borokhov
( 1913ab), dividing each of these major areas - Western Yiddish
and Eastern Yiddish - temporally as well as geographically,
proposed a north-south division for the Western Yiddish of old
Yiddish literature of the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries,
and. a three way division of modern Eastern Yiddish along quasi
popular ethnographic designations: Polish, Lithuanian and
Southern (comprising Voihynia, Bukovina, Rumania). These
designations, to some extent in popular use even today, do not
of course conform with any contemporary or former political
boundaries in an exact way. As in so many other areas of
Yiddish studies, Borokhov's initial division proved to be a
fruitful basis f or further classificatory work. Birnbauin (1918:
16) grouped. the two southern dialects (Borokhov's "Polish" and.
"Southern") together, as they share many features which set them
apart from the Northeast ('Lithtarian").
	
Seeking at the tirn3
to avert geographic nomenclature, Birnbaum called the southern
areas the u. dialect (after the U. or . which corresponds with
the Northeastern ) and, the "Lithuanian" area the . ja1ect.
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He subdivided the u dialect into an a,j, and, an e,j. subdialect
(in his transcription: aj. and. àj).	 This analysis was in its
essentials followed by Mieses (192k), elaborated upon by
Fischer (1936) and, restated in geographic terms by Birnbaum
himself (1979).
Seeking to classify the entire, speech territory of
Yiddish - the nearly defunct Western Yiddish alongside the
modern spoken Yiddish of' Eastern Europe - Prllutski, taking
the Yiddish cognates of' Middle High German ei alone, launched
a three-dialect west to east classification: Western Yiddish
ä (f1j, klAn), Central Yiddish aJ. (tiaji, klsjn), Eastern
Yiddish e (r,i.ejj, k1.e,). Prilutaki's scheme became quasi
standard, in good measure due to M. Weinreich's acceptance
of it
	 1953: kl-L1.2, 1973). Nevertheless, it surfers from
two deficiencies. The Pan Yiddish classification on the basis
of' a single feature, a meritorious feat for traditional
dialectolog, is achieved at the expense of lumping together
tiic, - vastly differing subvarieties of Prilutskt's 'Eastern
Yiddish': Nor heaster1r (-1Li th aiiian )'-rnid Southeastern ("Ukranian')
while severing the latter from his Central Yiddish ('Polish')
with which it shares overwhelming similarities. Secondly, the
term 'Central Yiddish" is somewhat misleading as it implies an
area intermediate between West and East when indeed the a
dialect occupies much of the heartland of Eastern Yiddish.
It is the Yidd.ish of' Eastern Prussia, of Bohemia, Moravia and
the adjacent areas that is truly from a linguistic viewpoint
intermediate between the two great blocks of Western and Eastern
Yiddish.
The various schemes are of course not mutually
contradictory when considered within a more modern framework
sympathetic to the description of the complexity of empirically
real language phenomena rather than to neat
classifications. Table 1, outlining some of' the major proposed
schemes, is intended as an aid in coping with the extant
















































































































































TABLE 1: PROPOSALS FOR THE CLASSIFICATION CF YIDDISH
DIALECTS
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Yiddish is divided for expository purposes into Northwestern
Yiddish 1
 Midwestern Yiddish and Southwestern Yiddish. The
latter two, sharing many features, collectively comprise
Southern Western Yiddish. Analogously, Eastern Yiddish
consists of Northeastern Yiddish, Mid.eastern Yiddish and.
Southeastern Yiddish, the latter two collectively comprising
Southern Eastern Yiddish. The area intermediate between the
West and. East is called. Transitional Yiddish, composed. of
two primary branches, Northern Transitional Yiddish and.
Southern Transitional Yiddish. The approximate geographical
spread of the several dialects is very schematically sketched
in the appended. map. Accurate cartographical representations
can only emerge from the forthcoming Language and. Culture
Atlas of Ashkenazic Jewry.
Li. . THE DIAPHONEMIC SYSTEM OF PAN YIDDISH VOCALISM
Present space limitations dictate an emphasis on the
most salient features of the Yiddish dialects: the system of
stressed. vocalism.
	 Table 2 presents a revised. version ot
M. Weinreich's (1960; 1973: II, 321-382; IV, 36k-38L1. ) scheme
of Pan Yiddish vocalism. Unlike classical
	 systems, the
Weinreich system is more a synchronio systematization of
geographically disparate realizations of vowels in cognate
lexical items than it is a protosystem. Whereas Weinreich
postulates twenty Yiddish diaphonemes, the present discussion
uses only those sixteen with unique diaphonemic realizations
in the actual dialects (cf. Katz 1978: §2.l-2.LI.. The
four towels omitted., E3/23, 13/33, 03/Li.3, U3/53, are in all
Imown varieties of Yiddish fully merged with E 2/22, 12/32,
02/Li.2 and 132/52 and. are therefore incapable of contributing
meaningfully to a d.ialectological inquiry. In the double
digit designations ( cf. Herzog 1965: 228, note 1), the first
digit corresponds with the upper case character of Weinreich's
systemaccord.ing to the cod.eAl, E = 2, 13, O4', U5
and. the second. refers to Weinreich's subscript. The double
digit designations, while consciously making no reference to
any presumed. absolute phonetic quality of a Proto Yiddish vowel,
5t5].
Schematic Map of the Historical Speech Territor7 of Yiddish
XV Outer boundaries of the historical speech
territory of Yiddish
Internal Eastern Yiddish dialect boundaries
(determined by 20th century field work)
Theoretical internal Western Yiddish dialect
boundaries (determined by graphemic analysis
of 18th century texts and supported by 20th
century descriptions of speech remnants)
w.'u-w One version of the historically shifting
divide between Western and Eastern Yiddish
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conveniently permit subscript affixation to real dialect
variants. Thus, for example, Northwestern Yiddish 	 means
that the vowel of presumed protoquality a. (indicated by 1)
of the series 3 (originally short, subject to lengthening)
appears in Northwestern Yiddish as /J. In Table 2, each
d.iaphoneme is tabulated, follewed by its designation by
upper case character plus subscript in parenthesis, a proposed
Proto Yiddish vowel quality, and, ten lexical items illustrating
the d.iaphonerne. The lexical examples are provided in their
Standard Yiddish forms. To avoid confusion in coping with
the literature, no changes ha been made in the actual number
of any individual diaphoneme, but the omission of four series
3 vowels sakes room for the grouping of vowels 13 and. 25
together as both are originally short vowels subject to
lengthening in open syllables and their allomorphio alternants.
5. WESTERN vs. EASTERN YIDDISH
The earliest Yiddish phonological development lending
itself to reconstruction is the Great Yiddish Vowel Shift
(Table 3), by which the Proto Yiddish lower-mid, long vowels
open syllabic Proto Yiddish allophone of *i) and. 212
were raised to upper-mid Old Yid,d.ish 	 while the
original upper-mid 22 and. 2k2 were diphthongized to	 22	 and
The Primeval Split into Western Yiddish and, Eastern
Yiddish (Table 14.) is defined by the Interaction of the Great
Yiddish Vowel Shift with two original diphthongs - * j
 and
- which were themselves not involved in the Great
Shift. In the Itdd.ish which was to become Western Yiddish,
214 and. 144 apparently underwent continual nucleus-lowering
followed by rnonophthongization, finally merging as unitary
Western Yiddish	 The loss in Western Yiddish of the
low-nucleus diphthongs 




DIAPHONEMIC SYSTEMATIZATION OF PAN YIDDISH
VOCALISM: ILLUSTRATIVE CORPUS (in Standard. Yiddish)
Series Q: Historically Short Vowels
Vowel U (A1 ) < Proto Yiddish *a: alt. 'old', gast 'guest',
.j.am 'sea',	 'bride', lam '(to) laugh', maim 'angel',
xt 'night',	 bs 'Saturday; Sabbath', zjz.r 'swine',
alt 'salt'.
Vowel 21 (E1) < Proto Yiddish *..:	 fr 'maybe', rnes 'true,
truth', Ln '(to) eat', g1t 'money', gt 'divorce', h1fn
'(to) help', mLa 'corpse', nm3n '(to) take', i. 'ghost',
y..1.t. 'world.'.
Vowel 31 1i < Proto Yiddish *i: din 'thin', fjj. 'fish',
g{b9r 'strong man', kind. 'child',
	 jf 'magic', midbr




Proto Yiddish *.: lzn '(to) let', kal 'voice',
'ox', aa 'secret', t.xtar 'daughter', y 1f. 'wolf',
vm 'week', x5g3 'non-Jewish holiday', xxm 'wisdom', j5nt
'(Jewish) holiday'.
Vowel 51 (U1 ) < Proto Yiddish *u: frum 'reli gious (Jewish)',







Series 02: Historically Long Vowels (and lengthened vowe],.z
indistinguishable from their originally long
counterparts)
Vowel 12 (A 2 ) < Proto Yiddish *3:	 '(to) blow', .j..z 'year',
k3y. d. 'honour', n5d1 'needle', 	 'vein',	 3j 'trade,
livelihood',	 5nia 'face', .aakj . 'danger',	 .L5fl1 '(to)
sleep',	 j].ii 'peace'.
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Vowel 22 (E2 ) < Proto Yiddish *: JJik 'forever, eternal',
	
jr 'piece of advice', a&1x 'king',	 jtik 'necessary',
jm 'ghosts', ieifi. 'beautiful', aiLi '(traditional Jewish)
book', Z..i.t1J 1TDain',	 ZJ11J 'part'.
Vowel 32 (12) < Proto Yiddish *1.: b3kf,i .
 'expertise, mastery',
'letter',	 1sn '(to) pour', grin green,	 'Talmudic
academy', m3dmn 'country',	 'ugly', nv1ni 'prophets',
ttf. 'deep', z.jz. 'sweet'.
Vowel k2 (0,) < Proto Yiddish *.: brijt 'bread', grij 'large',
h.ij.1cui 'hunchback', l5 ju.a 'languages', rut 'red', 	 jta
'fool', s jn 'enemy', aS 1 i 'merchant', Viflfl '(to) dwell',
x54d	 'month'.
Vowel 52 (U2 ) < Proto Yiddish *,: bidr 'brother', bi'ia
'disgrace', bi '(nontraditional) book', nialbani 'garments',
nviIa 'prophecy', niz 'Well! Come on!', riüi 'remedy, cure',
ju] 'synagogue', iux. 'shoe',	 'oath'.
Series 03, 05:	 Historically Lengthened Vowels (distinguishable
from Series 01 and 02)
Vowel 13 (A3 ) < Proto Yiddish	 in stressed open syllabic
position (and its allomorphs): bird 'beard', hii 'barefoot',
f,r'z1 '(to) ride', g.a 'altogether; surprisingly', grbn '(to)
dig', nmn 'nane',	 lgxi '(to) hit', tg 'day', vgn 'wagon',
'(to) say'.
Vowel 25 (E5 ) < Proto Yiddish * in stressed open syllabic
position (and. its allomorphs): b1gd. 'garment', k.z 'cheese',
tita 'son/daughter in law' s mother', in.J 'flour',
mr	 p1 'wondrous event', rg	 mn 'be
ashamed', ty 'habit, nature', z.. '(to) see'.
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Series 04.: Historical Diphthongs
Vowel 24.
 (E4.) < Proto Yiddish *.j.: ejns 'one', fle.ji 'meat',
g1 JJ n '(to) believe', hójllik 'sacred', helm 'home', klejd
'dress', keJn	 mejnan 'be of the opinjofl, nejn
'no', vej '(I) know'.
Vowel 311. (14.) < Proto Yiddish *1.1: b.jtn '(to) change', eajt
fajn 'nice, fine', l&jlax 'sheet', 1a	 'people',
m.aj,fl	 jnn '(to) shine', 	 nájdr 'tailor', vajn 'wine',
xia. 'white'.
Vowel 4.11. (04.) < Proto Yiddish *j: bojm 'tree', d2rljbt
'permitted', 1u	 '(to) buy', ljfn '(to) run',	 .jg 'eye',
j,i(t4	 zi	 'smoke',	 tz,Ik 'smoke', tjb 'deaf',
t-jgn 'be good/fit f or'.
Vowel 54. (U4.) < Proto Yiddish u, b 1 xi '(to) build', bJx
'stomach', fj1 'rottefl', hjz	 lz 'louse',
















lowering of Old. Yiddish
	 22 and, 1Li.2 giving	 and,
These values,	 Li22	 -'Zi.2 remain valid for Western
Yiddish in modern times. In the Yiddish that was to become
Eastern Yiddish, vowels 22 and 214, merged as unitary Proto
Eastern Yiddish	 and in a parallel development amongst
the back diphthozigs, vowels Li.2 and L4 merged as unitary
Whatever the phonetic realization, these
are invariably merged in all varieties of Eastern Yiddish.
A number of lexical differences have become characteristic
distinguishing marks of the two key branches of the Yiddish
language. Some of these lexical variants are supplied in Table
5. Eastern Yiddish items are here presented in their Standard
Yiddish representations. The antiquity of each contrast merits
a special stud.y.
Yiddish writings preserved from the thirteenth, fourteenth
and. fifteenth centuries are generally confined to the southern
environs of Western Yiddish, and indeed, they are often stylized
on models of German, rendering them linguistically unreliable.
This is especially the case with respect to Yiddish versions
of Middle High German epic poems and, romances. During the
sixteenth and, seventeenth centuries, there arose amongst
Yiddish authors and publishers ambitions of reaching a Pan
European market through the use of a standard written language
intelligible to speakers of both Western and Eastern Yiddish.
To cite a classic example, Bible translator Yekusiel Blits,
whose translation appeared. In Arnsterd,am in 1676-1679, writes
In his Introduction "rn
	 dáv(a)nan' f or '(to) pray',
thereby insuring clarity for readers from both the West (xi)
and the East (dv(Jnji).
	
At about the same time, publisher
Yosef Etiash, in his own introduction to the Bible translation
of Blits's competitor, Yoyzl Vitsnhoyzn (Amsterdam 1679),
boasts with commercial pride that he hired the illustrious
bibliographer Shabbethai Bass from Prague as an expert in
the Yid,d.ish dialects of the 'lands of Bohemia, Moravia, Austria,
Poland and Germany in order that one may be able to well
understand It everywhere and no words are used in the book that
are common [only) here in Holland or Frisla but not understood
elsewhere. And, f for this) I paid him well...'
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As a contiguous geographic block, Western Yiddish
differs from Eastern Yiddish in ways far more profound than
the sum total of relevant isog].osses. Ethnographically,
nearly all of Western Yiddish corresponds with the territory
of the Western Ashkenazim, their customs, order of prayers and
folklore. Temporally, Western Yiddish corresponds with the
center of gravity of the Yiddish speaking community during
the earlier centuries of' its existence. Not only did the
East catch up and eventually exceed the cultural, literary and
sheer numerical strength of Its Western counterpart. It was
destined to overridingly eclipse the West. Concurrent with
the leaps and bounds of' the Eastern Yiddish speaking population,
the Yiddish of' the West, coterritorial with German and. hence
more susceptible to attrition by German in any case, began to
suffer a sharp decline in the eighteenth century. The
slow but steady demise of Western Yiddish Is in large measure
attributed to the so-called Berlin ilightenrnent of Moses
Mendelssohn and his circle of followers who despised and
campaigned against the folk language of German and Dutch Jewry.
In as much as the language of so many older Western Yiddish
texts, including some of the great classics of Old Yiddish
literature, are stylized either on the model Of German or for
purposes of Pan European consumption, the researcher must look
elsewhere for evidence of the dialectological composition of
Western Yiddish in Its many centuries of vitality. There are
three major sources for dialectological inquiry into Western
Yiddish. Firstly, there are the scores of Yid.d.ish dictionaries
and grammars that appeared in Latin-letter transcription In
various parts of Germany in the eighteenth century. Whereas
the traditional Jewish alphabet Is not likely to divulge a great
amount of d.ialectological data because of its orthographic
norms, the Latin letter transcriptions generally reflect local
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varieties of the spoken language. Many of the authors of these
compilations, which were frequently reprinted and plagiarized,
had anti-Semitic, missionary and. commercially oriented motives.
Although their academic quality is dubious at best, these
books are of inestimable value as primary sources for the study
of local forms of Western Yiddish. Amongst the more important
of the compilers were J.W. (171L1?), Christian (1727).
Philoglottus (1733), Calleriberg (1736),
Bibliophilus (17 14.2), Reizenstein (176k), elig (1792) and
Stern (1833a). Interspersed, between the large corpus of
dictionaries and grammars are several works whose authors
had an intellectual interest in Yiddish per se and whose
analyses and compilations were especially competent. Amongst
these one can include Chrysand.er (1750), Friedrich (178k) and
Tend.lau (1860).
Secondly, recourse may be had to the handful of satirical
dramas of the late eighteenth and, early nineteenth century
written by proponents of the very Berlin Enlightenment which
sought to destroy Yiddish. These authors depict traditional
characters as speaking the local Yiddish dialect in contrast
with the "enlightened 1
 characters who speak local or standard
German. Although these authors used Yiddish to mock the
language, they unwittingly made lasting contributions both to
Yiddish literature as a whole and, to modern dialectological
research into Western Yiddish specifically. The most famous
of these Enlightenmetrt -authors were Yitskhok Aykhl (cf.
Heyzen 1930), Aaron Halle Wolfssohn (cf. Reyzenl923 23-68), and
Joseph Herz (of. Reyzen 1923 : 69-73; Copeland & Siisskind. 1976).
Finally, and. of paramount importance, are the living
remnants of spoken Western Yiddish In the twentieth century.
Pockets of Yiddish continued to survive in Alsace, in several
Swiss villages and. in parts of the ether1ands nearly until
our own time. The modern Investigator, coupling the empirical
evidence of the spoken remnants of Western Yiddish on the
fringes of its erstwhile territory with the two enumerated
types of literary monuments, can piece together much of the
internal geographic differentiation of Yiddish In the West
which would otherwise be lost to scholarship.
For general treatments of Western Yiddish, ct. M.
Weinreich (1953), Beranek (1965), Lowenstein (1969),
Guggenheirn-Grinberg (1973) and. Katz (1979).
7 3
6.1. Southern Western Yiddish
Southern Western Yiddish is the geographically most
extensive and the graphically best represented portion of
the Western Yiddish speech area. Amongst its characteristic
features, aside from the Pan Western Yiddish featire of
are the following: vowel 13, unlike the rest of Yiddish,
retains its unrounded quality although it is lengthened,
giving merged Southern Western Yiddish ãl3,2l1.,k; final -ri, is
lost, hence Az '(to) ride', tzg '(to) carry', zk2 '(to)
say' (rather than frn, trn, z'o gn as in Northwestern Yiddish).
Southern Western Yiddish also represents an intra-Jewish
ethnographic unit, characterized by special customs, e.g. the
child-naming ceremony of hl3kr which is generally unlmown
further north.	 It is evident from all the available forms
of evidence that Southern Western Yiddish was further subdivided.
The most salient subdivisions sever the Southwest from the more
central area. Although the lines have been blurred by the death
of Western Yiddish as a full fledged language, traces of many
erstwhile isoglosses are evident in the atlas of Guggenheim-
Grinberg (1973).
6.11. Southwestern Yiddish
The best documented portion of Southwestern Yiddish is the
Yiddish of Alsace where Yiddish was spoken nearly until the
present and from which extensive documentation has been made
C e.g. Weiss 1896; Weill 1920-1921; Zivy 1966; Zuckerman 1969).
Supplementary material of paramount importance on the surviving
Yiddish of idingen arid Lengriau in the Surb River Valley, of
Gailingen and other points has been recorded and documented by
Guggenheim-Grnberg (1950; 19511.; 1958; 1961; 19611. ; 1966; 1973;
1976). Table 6 illustrates the stressed vocalism of a variety
of Southwestern Yiddish. Each numbered subscript affixed to the
phonemic symbols refers the reader to the relevant illustrative
lexical Items in Table 2. In a number of conditioning phonetic
environments 25
	
12 have d.ipthongized, merging with
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hence Southwestern Yiddish ja 'ten', náu.1
'needle' (rather than c, nd1 as in the Northwest). The
iL (or .) realization of vowel 52 is especially characteristic
of Alsace.
6.12.	 Midwestern Yid.d.ish
Midwestern Yid.dish, n the heartland of the former
Western Yiddish territory, was the first to vanish as a living
language and. its death was more complete than that of any other
Western Yiddish area. Only residual traces have been recovered
from informants (of. Beranek 1961; Lowenstein 197-l975). As
if in compensation, Midwestern Yiddish Is overwhelmingly
represented in the eighteenth and nineteenth century Latin
letter textbooks and, dictionaries (cf. § 6). Most useful
for study of Midwestern YIdd.ish are the works of Christian
(1727), Bibliophilus (17k2), Reizenstein (176 A1. ), Stern (l833a;
1833b; 1835), and Tend.].au (1860) and. the studies of Lowenstein
(1975) and, Copeland and Sfisskind (1976) on Midwestern Yiddish
satirical d.rarna of the early nineteenth century.
Phonologically most distinctive in the development of
Midwestern Yiddish is the monophthongizatlon of diphthongs
k2• resulting either In merged e22125
	 l2/k2'
or in a push chain which forces older 	 and. l2 to raise
to . and ü. giving merged 1.25/32 and l2/52• This latter
development Is illustrated. in Table 7, where the hollow
arrows point to the synchronlo system resulting from the
èhifte noted, These developments may be interpreted. as later
effects of the Great Yiddish Vowel Shift (Table 3). Cf.
e.g. Midwestern Yiddish
	 (22) 'head of cattle; fool',
m!L'1 (25) 'flour',	 lm	 (Li.2) 'dreams', matn3Imatn
(12) 'gift' (rather than bhUaa, m1, a1uia,
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6.2.	 Northwestern Yiddish
Notwithstanding the prominence of Amsterdam as a center
of Yid.d.ish publishing for generations, the works printed
there did not generally reflect the local varieties of Yiddish.
Aside from the celebrated memoirs of Glikl of Hamel, published
by Kaufmann (1896), and masterfully analyzed by Landau (1901),
there are only a few Imown literary monuments that can be
considered representative of Northwestern Yiddish (cf. Shatzky
1936 for an inventory). Voorzanger and Polak (1915) published
a dictionary of Netherlandic Yiddish, which is not however
entirely reliable. Nearly all of the credit for the opening
and exploring of the field of Northwestern Yiddish belongs to
Hartog Beem who has laboured. f or decades compiling splendid
lexicographic and phraseological inventoriea.(see Beem l95j.,
1970, 1975). Scanty material on the Yiddish of Hamburg
is included in Hee's (18 114 book about Yiddish but not enough
material is available to determine differences between the
Yiddish of the Netherlands and that of northern Germany.
Characteristic of Netherlandic Yiddish, which we are taking
as a representative form of Northwestern Yiddish, is the
merger of vowels 22 and 31i. as unitary 22/3k and the
rounding of vowel 13 leading to its merger with 12, giving
unitary Netherlandie Yiddish a12/1y This latter merger
occurs throughout Eastern Yiddish and may suggest closer
genetic ties between Northwestern Yid.d.ish and Eastern Yiddish
than those of other Western varieties. Thus, Netherlandic
Yiddish has merged Ji 'beautiful; shine' (vowels 22, 3k) where
Southern Western Yiddish distinguishes ki. 'beautifur' fromj4 'shine'.. On the other hand, Northwestern Yiddish
differentiates between tAk !be goodlf it for' (vowel Z4) and
t.k 'day' (vowel 13), where Southern Western Yiddish has
unitary tAk. Netherlandic Yiddish lowers the short high back
vowel (51) to closed . (distinguished from open.
	 hence
ötf 'partner', xp 'wedding canopy' vs.	 taf, xiipa elsewhere
in the West. Sporadically this is paralleled by lowering of vowel
31 to ., e.g. Netherlan4ic Yiddish tpa 'fool' vs. t&p4 elsewhere
The stressed vowel system of Netherlandic Yiddish is illustrated in
Table 8. On Netherlandic Yiddish vocalism, cf. Katz (1978).
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Centuries of cross-migration and shifting cultural
centers apparently precluded the emergence of a single
linguistic border between the
	 area defined as
Western Yiddish and the dialects of the East. The
intermediate dialects that have arisen, and. to a considerable
extent stabilized over the centuries may be collectively
referred to as Transitional Yiddish. They share salient
features of both West and East. Transitional Yiddish may
be divided into Southern Transitional Yiddish and Northern
Transitional Yiddish.
	 -
7.1. Southern Transitional Yiddish
Southern Thansltional liddish, spoken in parts of Hungary.
and Czechoslovakia until well into the twentieth century, was
even detectable to Noyakh Prilutski (1920: 72-73, 152; 1921:
Lj.Ol) in a corner of Southwestern Poland, surrounded on three
sides - north, east and, south -' by the Mideastern dialect
of Eastern Yiddish characteristic of Poland generally.
Prilutski's Western Yiddish Npeninsul&t, schematically
illustrated on the appended map in the area of Bendin,
demonstrates the historical dynamic forces at work in Southern
Transitional Yiddish. An older variety, with
	 as in
Western Yiddish and doubtless other linguistic features
characteristic of the West, was being pushed out by the culturally
aggressive force of Eastern Yiddish. Today, one can still hear
older speakers from Prilutski's Peninsula recall that
	 was
replaced during their own childhood. Southern Transitional Y1ddis}
delimited geographically by Beranek (1936), has been the object
of' a number of studies (e.g. Shplrn 1926; Stalek 1928; U.
Weinreich 19611. ; Garvin 1965; Hutterer 1965; Thost 1965;
Schnitzler 1966). Of monumental importance to research into
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Southern Transitional Yiddish are the Prague-Vienna letters
of 1619 meticulously published and, analyzed by Landau and.
Wachatein (1911). A meritorious eighteenth century
dictionary of Southern Transitional Yiddish is the Prague
Hend..1exicor, of 1 773, reprinted numerous times, attributed to
one L. Tirsoh. Not only is Southern Transitional Yiddish
intermediate between West and East. The dialect also
exhibits phenomena transitional between Southern Western
Yiddish and Northwestern Yiddish. Thus both the southern
I! (vowel 13) 'rabbi' and, the Northwestern i appear in
Southern Transitional Yiddish, but with a new semantic
differentiation. In the Prague Ua4exicon, iär is any
rabbi while r1 is the chief rabbi.
7.2.	 Northern Transitional Yiddish
Unlike its southern counterpart, Northern Transitional
Yiddish was not spoken in the twentieth century and there are
no empirical studies of last surviving informants. The input
of West and. East also differs from the mixture characteristic
of the southern transitional area. The only substantial
source for Northern Transitional Yiddish is Friedrich's
(178 11. ) masterful treatment of the Yiddish of Eastern Prussia,
Pomerania and the Posen region. This work deserves a
monographic study. Frledrich's Northern Transitional Yiddish
had apparently only traces of
	 in most cases the relevant
lexical items showing aJ.214, characteristic of Mideastern Yiddish an
au1 (possibly lou]) characteristic of an earlier stage of some
varieties of Eastern Yiddish. Frled,rich's dialect has both
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ba1bs (vowel 12) 'landlord; boss', typica]. of Western Yiddish,
and. bal(e)bi, characteristic of Mideastern Yiddish, but with
a new semantic differentiation: the first means 'landlord',
the second 'Christian landlord'. Of consonantism, the most
notable feature of Northern Transitional Yiddish is the
affricatlon of initial . to
	 ([tsD, hence Un Fried.rich's
transcription) zu.ier 'merchant', ztfe.x '(traditional) book'
where other varieties of Yiddish have initial i.-, as do the
relevant Semitic etymons.
8. EASTERN YIDDISH
When the modern layman speaks of PYiddishN he means
Eastern Yiddish. It Is Eastern Yiddish that blossomed Into
the language of a great world literature In the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, that became a vehicle for the most diverse
political, cultural and social movements, that was carried
around the world by Jewish immigrants from the Pale of Settlement,
and that is today spoken by millions. By the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the written Yiddish of Eastern Europe shed.
the last archaic traces of older forms of Western Yiddish that
had previously dominated the written language. The modern
spoken language was cultivated both by the ChasaidIc movement
and its opponents, the advocates of secularization. The three
classlcists of modern Eastern Yiddish are Mendele Moykher
Sforim (Sholem-Yankey Abrainovitsh, l83z-1917), I. L. Peretz
(1852-1915) and Sholem Aleykhem (Sholem Rabinovitsh, 1859-1916).
The most salient feature of Eastern Yiddish as a linguistic
block Is the accretion of the Slavonlo Component of the language,
which has c'ised. modifications in phonology, morphology and
syntax besides contributing masses of lexical items. One of
the most conspicuous structural contributions of' the Slavonlc
Component Is the development of the aspectual verb system, where
Germanically derived verbal prefixes and, complements acquire
Slavonic-type aspectual powers, e.g. xhb geiri,bi, a brlv
'I wrote a letter' where grIbn alone would imply tacitly that
the letter was somehow not completed.
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For extensive treatments of Eastern Yiddish, see e.g.
Prilutski (1917; 1920; 1921; 1924.; 197), U. Weinreich (1958b),
Herzog (19614. ; 1965), M. Weinreich (1965), Green (1969),
Schwartz (1969), Wolf (1969), King (1980).
8.1. Southern Eastern Yiddish
Analogous with the dialectal situation in the West,
two of the three major dialect areas of Eastern Yiddish share
many features and. may collectively be called Southern Eastern
Yiddish, the variety of the ma3ority of modern Yiddish speakers.
Southern Eastern Yiddish consists of Mid.eastern Yiddish (popularly
"Polish' and often designated 'Central Yiddish' in the literature)
which is on the whole the more archaic of the two, and.
Southeastern Yiddish (popularly 'Ukrartian'), which is somewhat
closer to the Northeast. Southern Eastern Yild.ish retains the
historical three genders and. inflects the reflexive pronouns
for personand number.
8.11. Mideastern Yiddish
The set of chain shifts characteristic of the development
of Mideastern Yiddish (and, with the exception of the shift to
of all Southern Yiddish) is illustrated. in Table 9.
Once again, the hollow arrow points to the synchronie system
resulting from the illustrated. shifts. Of greatest antiquity
was the fronting of 52 and 51 to 52 and.	 (cf. Birnbaurn
19314.). These rounded variants, incidentally, were preserved
in parts of Southern Transitional Yiddish. In Southern Eastern
Yiddish, they were unrounded, merging with the old high front
vowels. The stressed. vocalism of Mideastern Yiddish is
illustrated in Table 10.	 For descriptions of Mid.eastern Yiddish,
see e.g. Birnbaum (1923; 1979); Viler (192k), Gutmat.. (1926).
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TABLE 10: STRESSED VOCALISM OF MIDEASTERN YIDDISH










The point of departure for the development of Southeastern
Yiddish is a Mideastern-type vowel system. Given the
monophthongization of vowel 3k, it is altogether likely that
Southeastern Yiddish shared in all the chain shifts illustrated
in Table 10 but that the nucleus of 22/2k was reraised. on the
prestigious Northeastern model. Three main developments
characterize the further evolution of Southeastern Yiddish away
from a Mid.eastern-type system. Firstly, the upper-mid. long
vowels, and were raised giving I. and 11. This raising is
reminiscent of the development of Midwestern Yiddish (of.
Table 7) but the two are not genetically related in any special
way as the of the system when the shift took place in
Southeastern Yiddish was vowel 5k, not vowel 12 as in Midwestern
Yiddish. While there had been only one phonemic in the system
(itself resulting from the raising of older l2 with which
vowel 5k could merge, there were two vowels with which A25 could
merge: 32/52 and.	 In different localities, the raising
produced varying results, as illustrated in Table 11. Raising
led to merged I25/32/52 to i.25,31151 or even to a wholly
collapsed i.2 5131132151152 . Secondly, vowel length was lost as
a distinctive feature. The contrast of vowels 31/51 vs. 32/52,
where maintained is phonetically realized. as [I) vs. (i],
i.e. an older length contrast was maintained by qualitative
difference. Now, loss of length would have led. A3k to merge with
. Perhaps to avoid this structural consequence, there came
about the third major innovation of Southeastern Yiddish: the
rounding of vowel 11 to ., mergL'ig with kl as unitary 11/ki
most but not all environments. This development is sketched in
the lower portion of Table 11. As a result, Southeastern Yiddish
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is known in Yiddish folklore as tit.-mSm language after the
Southeastern realizations of the words for 'father' and 'mother'
which are elsewhere realized táta and. rnáin. The typical
Southeastern realizations of vowels 25 and 5i, e.g. zi, '(to)
see' and huz 'house' were socially stigmatized and. have for
most speakers been replaced by a general Southern Eastern
Yiddish zeji and houz. 	 A typical Southeastern
Yiddish vowel system is illustrated in Table 12. Like Northeastern
Yiddish, the Southeast has voiced consonants in syllable fixial
position. On Southeastern Yiddish, see e.g. U. Weinreich (1958c),
Herzog (1969).
8.2. Northeastern Yiddish
Northeastern Yiddish (popularly "Lithuanian") is the most
conservative of' the Eastern Yiddish dialects in retaining
historical vowel qualities and, at the same time the most radical
in completely doing away with quantitative distInctions. The
four major quantitative collapses of Northeastern Yiddish, of 31
and 32 as unitary	 of .5]. and 52 as unitary 5l/52' of
21 and. 25 as unitary l/25 and. of 12/13 and 1.1.1 as unitary
are illustrated in Table 13. To cite well known
homonyins, am, means both 'sense' (vowel 31) and. sons ' (vwel
32), zun means both 'sun' (vowel 51) and 'son' (vowel 52),
bt means both 'bed' (vowel 21) and '(I) request' (vowel 25)
and .dsi means both 'or' (vowel J..l) and 'vein' (vowel 12).
In Nideastern. Yiddish, for example, all these pairs would be
distinguished. - zin vs. n, am vs. z!n, ht vs. be4t an3.
____ vs. !&r. In Southern Eastern Yiddish, the words f or 'son'
and. 'song ' have merged (zmn.), as have the words for 'sense' and
'sun' (zin).
A farther collapse of the historical vowel system in
the Northeast IS the four way merger of vowels 22, 211, 12 and. 114
as unitary ej . Thus, for example, where a Southern Eastern
Yiddish speaker distinguhes vj.ln?n '(to) dwell' (vowel 12)
from vjni or vjirin '(to) cry' (vowel 2l.), they are both
€in for the speaker of Northeastern Yiddish (known to Yiddish
speakers as the 2..jtzak). Hence ztt vntj. is embarassingly
ambiguous. It can mean 'Where do you live?' and 'Wher3 do you
cry?', a problem resolved by Northeasterners by introdueinE
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iu frejta zx? (literally 'Where do you rejoice?') in the
sense of 'Where do you live?'. The stressed vocalisrn of
Northeastern Yiddish is illustrated in Table 111..
Northeastern Yiddish has collapsed the hissing and. the
hushing series of sibilants. It is therefore 1iown in Yiddish
folklore as Ibdik.z Lien 'language of those who say sábas
['Sabbath']' - Standard Yiddish requires àbe sd.ikj
Other characteristic features are loss of the neutral gender;
collapse of dative and accusative to a unitary objective case;
loss of number and gender inflections of' the reflexive pronouns;
loss of final d.evoicing of obstruents. It must be noted that
distinctive vowel length and. other more conservative features
were preserved in the Courland. region but nearly all speakers
switched early in the twentieth century to the classic Vilna
variety of the dialect (the type depicted in Table li)
On Northeastern Yiddish, see e.g. Sapir (1915), M. Weixireich
(1923: 193-2L.0), Kalmanovltsh (1926), Veynger (1926-1928), Y.
Mark (1951) and U. Weinreich (1952; 1969).
9. ADJACENT AREAS OF INQUIRY
9.1. Emigration Dialects
The most extensive emigration dialect, and the most
intensively studied is the Yiddish spoken in the United
States (of. e.g. Mark 1938; Neumann 1938). From a historical
viewpoint, the emigration dialect of pre-Israel Ashkenazio
Jewish settlers in the holy land is of paramount importance as
it is of several centuries' vintage. Palestinian Yiddish has
been etens1ve1y studied by Kosover (1932; 1966).
U51152
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Although Yiddish social d.ialectologyis itself a field
waiting to be explored, Yiddi dia1cto rlogy has contributed
to the much acclaimed work of Weinreich, Labov and Herzog (1968)
which helped bridge the concepts o:r sociolinguistic variation
and historical change. Levy (l92k studied differences between
the speech of men arid, women in the Yiddish of Alsace and. Katz
(1980) proposed socio].ingulstic reconstruction of erstwhile
variation to help account for an anomalous nominal paradigm in
the Semitic Component of Yiddish.
92l. Standard Yiddish
The best known and. indeed the most controversial issue in
Yiddish social dialectology is the issue of the Standard Yiddish
pronunciation espoused by the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
and. generally taught to students learning Yiddish in formal
academic settings. The standard pronunciation is based on the
vocalism of Northeastern Yiddish (Table 1k) with one important
modification: vowel k2/214 appears in Standard Yid.d.ish as aj.
and is therefore merged with vowel 5k. Thus, t3jb means both
'pigeon; dove' (vowel 5k) and 'deaf' (vowel ku.) where a Southern
Eastern Yiddish speaker distinguishes toub/jh vs. tjb and. a
Northeasterner distinguishes toib vs. teib. Traces of the
standard pronunciation can be found as early as the beginning of
the nineteenth century when massive orthographic hypercorrections
demonstrate that Southerners themselves intuitively felt the
Northeastern pronunciation to be more "correct' while the
Northeasterners' own hypercorrections demonstrate that they
regarded their own e pronunciation of vcwel k2/114 as clef icient.
The formula for Standard Yiddish pronunciation thus arose long
before twentieth century linguists and, academic institutions
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proposed it formally. Borokhov (1913c: 18) explicitly
recognized Vilna Yiddish as the basis for the standard language
and it is little wonder that the YIVO, located in Vilna, in the
heartland, of Northeastern Yiddish territory, continued to
regard this variety as standard. Among the arguments eventually
put f'orward to justify its standardization in spite of the fact
that Southern Eastern Yiddish speakers constitute the vast
majority of speakers of modern Yiddish is the excellent one-to-one
overall correspondence between grapheme and phoneme in Standard
Yiddish (e.g. U. Weinreich 1951). A number of Yiddish scholars,
most notably Birnbaum (1926; 1938 ; 1979: 100-101) and Gininger
(19k9) have opposed the standard pronunciation and. proposed
that if there be a standard at all, it should be based on the
dialect of the Southern Eastern Yiddish majority. In recent
years the standard pronunciation has become well entrenched in
university Yiddish courses but at the same time new attitudes
toward dialect generally and an. interest in Yiddish dialects
specifically have engendered. respect for nonstandard varieties.
Speakers of southern varieties are encouraged to maintain their
native dialect while nonspeakers learning Yiddish from scratch
are taught the standard pronunciation but are made aware of the
major differences between the several dialects. In matters of
lexicon, morphology and syntax, Standard Yiddish is shaped by
all the key dialect areas of the modern language in truly
representative proportions. All of the modern native dialects
are mutually intelligible.
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